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EWO
N THIS attempt to present
parts of outstanding events of
the year, and a partial portrayal
of the pleasures we are permitted to enjoy at the same time that
we really work, we ask your indulgence.
Every student should know the many
disadvantages under which each department has labored on account of lack of
experience, shortness of time, and
numerous other difficulties. But if this
compilation affords us any pleasure now
or at any future time, your assistance
has made possible the first number of
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DEDICATION
....,_ _ T IS but natural that we should
be devoted to a man who always
proves himself worthy of any
high trust placed upon him, who
is optimistic and courageous in his work,
naturally endowed with as much dignity
and reserve as mortal man needs, yet
possessing an unusual amount of geniality
and generosity, who mingles with us every
day, stamping upon us his desire to be our
personal friend , ever knowing our hopes
and aims and constantly striving to help
each and every one to realize these.
"
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Not mere duty and respect to an officia l,
but a delight in attempting to express our
appreciation for the real man , causes us to
dedicate this first number of THE LocusT
to
PRESIDENT

R.

B . BrNNION.
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T WAS the first part of that motto, "Ceaseless
industry, fearless investigation, unfettered thought,"
which was the driving force , enabling W . L. Mayo
and his friends to bring the campus to the condition which it maintained when it passed into the hands of
the State three years ago.
Our present campus began taking form in 1894 . By
January I , 1895 , the first College Building, a cut of which
is shown in this section, was ready for occupation. It was
located on almost the exact spot as the present Main Building.
With practically no financial backing but an enormous
driving force and wonderful personality , this great educator
was able to erect three dormitories within the next ten or
twelve years, the first of which was on site of our present
.. I Hall," and the other two respectively north and south
of it, known as the North and South Dormitories. In 1904
an addition was made to the Main Building and the whole
veneered with brick. But the early part of I 907 found
great consternation in our midst as a result of the total destruction by fire of this building. But almost miraculously
the present Main Building took form soon afterward.
Again the ruthless hand of conflagation took hold on our
hill to destroy the three dormitories . And again the human
embodiment of "Ceaseless Industry" brought out of this
chaos three new buildings, " I Hall" known then as Willard
Hall , the West Dormitory for men (now being thoroughly
remodeled for women) , and the East Dormitory, which was
located where the Training School now is .
Upon purchase in 1917 , the entire plant with fifty acres
of land became the property of the State of Texas. For ten
or twelve years before purchase by the State, many and
continuous efforts had been made toward beautifying our
campus with trees and flowers. But under the administration
of our beloved R . B . Binnion efforts have been doubled and
trebled. By his efforts, the aid of our townspeople was
secured , and the whole of April 21st was devoted to planting
trees.
All o"f these efforts have resulted in the present beautifully
ornamented campus, which one educator has characterized
as "the most beautiful in Texas." Our pride and devotion
to our Alma Mater will surely lead us to far surpass all
fondest hopes in this respect.
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Main Building in Summer
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North from Science Hall
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][nd1U1.s1l:1r-ial HaU
Formerly Willard Ha/L
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Our Out-door Parlor
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Women's Building
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BoarQ]l of JIB.egeJI111t§
JHion. A. C. Goe1tll:n., 1P'residlen1t
JHion. M. Oo JFlowell."s, Vice-Pll."esidlen1t
Hon. Ao B . Mar1tin
IHion. R . ] o Eclkll:n.al!"dl.11:
III on. ] o A. Ellkins
JHiono A. Illo W a1tkins
IHiono JHI. Ao

'li'Ull"ltJl<ell",

§ecre1tm.·y
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MISS OLGA JUNIGER
Librarian

MISS IVA GALLAWAY
General Clerk

MISS~ FRANCIS BROLi NE
Registrar and Secretary to President
19
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T. H. BRADY, B. A.
Professor of Physics

C. M. LUTZ, B. S.
Professor of Chemistry

R. C. JERNIGAN, B. S.
Assistant \n Chemistry and Physics

20

Depar1tmen1t of JHI:n.§ttory a:imd §ocial Sciences

22

D. F. McCOLLUM. A. M.
Latin-American History,
I 9th Century Problems

W . B . STO E, Ph.B.
Economics and. Government

L. F. HILL, A. B.
English a nd S'w'n History

C. T. NEU. A. M .
American and Modern History
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Depa:rr1tmefill1t oif Ma1tln.ema1tic§

A. H. COWLING. B . A.
Professor
Theory of Numbers and Applications

). M. BLEDSOE. M. A.
Professor of Mathematics and
Head of Department
Statistical Methods and Pedagogy

L. I. SMITH S.W.T.S.N .
Secretary of College and Professor of
Mathematics

S. H. WHITLEY. B. L.
Dean of Faculty and Professor
Commercial Mathematics

23
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H. H. ). FLING. L. I.. B. S.
Professor and Head of Department

((J)f IEillucait:n.ollli

MRS. LALLA H. PICKETT. B. S.
Professor and Supervisor of
Training School

M lSS EULA P . CARROLL. M. A.
Associate Professor of Education and English
24
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A. S. BLANKENSHIP, M. A.
Professor of Rural Education

MISS VERA ENGLISH
Critic Teacher, Rura l Training School

W. H WARREN. B. A.
Professor of Agricultu re
25
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E. H . WRAY. M. A.

MISS MARYE. JOHNSON

Professor of English and
Head of Department

Professor

MISS ANNIE C. MURPHY. B. S.

MISS MILDRED MIHILLS. M.A.

Assistant Professor

Professor
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Depa:irttment of Physical Ed1Utcation

E . M. TIPTON. LLB .
Associate Professor
Athletic Director of Men

MISS HELEN H. HARMAN
Adjunct Professor
Athletic Director for Women

LOCUST
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M ISS ELIZABETH STORRIE. B. S.
Professor of H ome Economics

MISS KITT IE WASHINGTON. B. S.
Assistant Professor of Home Economics
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Department of Drawing

M ISS MARY WOODSON
Associate Professor of Drawing
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Depa1I"1tmemrlt of lFJI"ell].dhi

M ISS LAURA TOPHAM. B. A.
Asssociate Professor of French

30
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LOCUS
Department of Latin

MISS RUBY TERRELL. B. A.
Professor of Latin

LATIN
31
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Department of M:anu.ali Training

JOSEPH G. GROVE, B. S.
Professor of Manual Training

I

I
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MISS KATHERINE MURRIE
Associate Professor of Music

H. G. MUNDEN
Ass istant Professor of Music
Band and Orchesira

33
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Department of Reading

•

MISS ELEANOR JACK, B. 0.
Asscciate Professor of Reading

MISS MARTHA M. ALLEN
Adjunct Professor of Reading

34
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Depar11:men.1t of Span.i§h

H. D. PHILLIPS, B. A.
Professor of Spanish
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HOSE of us who knew Professor W . L. Mayo personally and intimately
felt a strange mixture of love, esteem, and high respect for him. There
was no detail of college life too trivial or insignificant to engage his
attention for a moment.
There was no problem of state or nation
which was big enough to cloud his vision or to confuse his reason. His passing
has not lessened the force of his unique personality. Thousands of students
who attended the college in those days are trying to fpass along to others
a part of the living message which Professor Mayo kindled in the hearts of all
who came to Commerce. This is the great tribute which is being paid to his
memory in hundreds of communities, and I am persuaded that it is the kind
of tribute which would please him most if he were still here.
Personally, I shall always hope to merit a little of the confidence which he
placed in me. If I fail to pass on to a few others the fruitful lesson of service
and personal sacrifice which he taught and lived , I know that I shall disappoint
him and that I fail in a full appreciation of his wonderful life.
-H. D.

38
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A Typical Apprecia1tiomt
I count it one of the most fortunate experience of young manhood
to have come into an intimate fellowship with that ripe scholar and
princely gentleman, PROFESSOR W. L. MA YO. my dear friend and
former president of the East Texas Normal College. He was a pioneer
in educational circles. His contribution to the higher ideals that
have come with the passing of the years has been invaluable. The
vision that came to him in the early years of his college work, that of
placing higher education within reach of all who really desired it, was
a vision that never faded . How well he succeeded in realizing this
ideal can be better told by the thousands of young men and women
who have gone out from that institution, whose influence reaching
beyond the state, has been felt in other parts of the republic. W. L.
Mayo was no ordinary man. No ordinary man could have accomplished what he did in the face of such overwhelming odds. Undaunted
by discouragement, unafraid of criticism, conscious of that soul
integrity that made his imperious will indomnitable, he moved steadily
on with vision fixed always upon that lofty ideal which he strove to
realize.
He was absolutely unselfish. I never knew a deserving young man
or woman to be turned away from the doors of that institution that
bore the stamp of its founder, even to his dying day. Quick to discern
real worth, impatient of shams and subterfuges, Professor Mayo always
found some path for the weary feet of those who came seeking Wisdom's
treasures. Personal comforts he sacrificed without a moment 's
hesitation that he might make his dreams come true. Hardships
without number he was ready to bear that Education might have
upon it the stamp of a Democracy which would bring it to the many
instead of a comparatively few individuals.
I honored him in life. I revere his memory. That lonely grave upon
the college campus in the little city of Commerce is a sacred spot to
the old "grads." Thither the feet of children and children's children
will journey that they may keep forever enshrined in memory one
whose name is written large in the educational history of our Empire
State.
" The monarch may forget the crown,
That on his head so late hath been;
The bridegroom may forget the bride
Was made his own but yester e'en.
The mother may forget the babe
That smiled so sweetly on her knee;
But forget Thee will I ne'er, my friend,
And all that Thou has done for me.
--E. L. EGGER.
39
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All1illm illl2tll A§§(()) ~na1tn([)) B11

L. B. ENGLAND
President of the Association
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The JB:rrTI<rllge JB1Udillder
An old man going on a lone highway,
Came at the evening, cold and gray,
To a chasm vast and deep and wide.
The old man crossed in twilight dim,
The sullen stream had no fears for him,
But he turned when on the other side
And built a bridge to span the tide.
"Old man," said a fellow pilgrim near,
"You are wasting your strength with building here;
Your journey will end with the closing day,
You never again will pass this way.
Why build you this bridge at evening tide? "
The builder lifted his old grey head.
"Old friend , in the path I have come," he said,
"There followeth after me to-day
A youth whose feet must pass-this way.
This chasm that has been as naught to me
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be ;
He , too, must cross -in the twilight dimGood friend, I am building this bridge for him."
(The above poem was pt inted and distributed at Chapel exercises. b y Professor W. L. Mayo,
a few da ys be fore his death. The thought of the poem was commented upon b y him, and the
sentiments brought out touch ed hi s hear very strikingl y.)

41
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(Class) Standing: G. W. Faulner, R. A. Chestnut, W. A. Wilson, H.~D. Wynn
(Faculty Members) Seated: J. A. Drushell, Ancient Languages, M. J. Mayo, Mathematics

'.II'lhi.e 1Fiirst JB. A. Chnss o:tf E. 1'. N. C.
·,

Mr. Wilson is now at Cooper, and was so k ind as to lend us the picture from which this
cut was made. We have in our town now Mr. H. D. Wynn, the Cashier of the Citizens State
Bank and one of the most loyal supporters of our school, both under the old administration
and under the present.
Mr. Wynn spared neither time, money nor energy in securing the
purchase by the State of this College. He was a very close friend of our former president,
having earned his entire support while going to school by doing whatever he could find to do
with Professor Mayo's help.

42
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Standing: F. N. Sheeley, R ev. W. L. Tittle, H. H. Guice, H. H. Fairchilds, W. B . Smith,
L. H . Treadwell, B. H . Clutter, E. E. Treadwell, Mrs. Iris Wilkins-Bickley, Mrs R ose NewmanFuller.
Seated: W. L. Mayo, B. L. Phipps, E . M . Clark, Fred Varnell, "Buster" Gamble,
H. C. Hundley, J ohn Varnell.

43
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Including some of the strongest graduates from thi s institution.

Standing: E. E. Holmes, Oklahorr.a: Rev. W. L. Tittle. Wichita Falls, Texas. Pastor
Methodist Church: Hon. A. P. Barrett, Attorney, San Antonio, Texas: Hon. E. P. Mangum,
Attorney, Greenville, Texas : Hon N. A. Coston. Attorney: Hon. Sam Rayburn, U. S. Representative, Bonham, Texas.
Seated: Hon. F. B. Caudle, Attorney, Mt. Vernon, Texas: Mrs. Ola Price-Edmonson:
Miss Lillie B. Pate. Teacher. Graham. Texas: Clyde Pharr, Ph.D.
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Reuben H. Sparkman.. ...... . .... .... ... ............. .President
Frank S. Keahey,
... Vice-President
Lu tie Moulton ............. ...... ................. Secretary-Treasurer

Roll
E. R . Barton
Leslie Clifton
Vera English
Pearl Hudspeth

Frank S. Keahey
J as. H. Martin
Lutie Moulton
R. H . Sparkman

J.

48
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J. LESLIE CLIFTON

VERA ENGLISH

Commerce, Texas

Brashear, Texas

Baseball. Continually wanting something
given to him. Sometimes pays for girl"s
drinks. Has a good time always.

The Country .. School-Marm .. , but so
good that she is the official critic. lt·s
never how she does things, but they're
done.

49
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R ockwall, Texas

L UTIE J MOUL TON
Mt. Pleasant, T exas

Students' Welfare Committee: Y .M .C.A .,
Glee Club ; Debating Club: Vice-President
of Class.
K in at another Norma l could not take
him away from E. T

" Lutie Jane", Secretary-Treasurer of
Class: Sixth Year F avorite ; Y .W. C.A.
Cabinet.
Always ready to d o her part. Specializing in teaching whether she uses it or not.

FRANK S . KEAHEY

50
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)AS. H. MARTIN

- - - . Texas
" Jim "; Y .M.C.A. Cabinet; Y.M.C.A.
Group Leader. Glee Club; A specialist in
Social Science. but has but little time for
the art of it; instantl y ready for real work
or pleasure.

RE UBEN H. SPARKMAN
Commerce, Texas
" Rube"; President Y.M.C.A.; Business
Manager, Locust; Football ; President of
Class. "And , then , too... Always with a
new scheme.

r
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Roll
Miss Ruby Harmon .. ... ... .. . ... . ...... . .... Commerce,
C. Howell Salmon
... Commerce,
J. J. Wilson .. . ..... ... .... . ..... ... .. ....
. ... .Plainview,
W. M. Gibson ... . ........ . ........ .......... Commerce,

The

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas

~o§it U111lllll.§lillatl

We have never, this year, known what it was to
have officers of our own, but by invitation merged with
the Seniors. In fact , our history is one and the same.

54
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WM. M . GIBSO N
Commerce, T exas

J. ). WJLSO
Plainview, Tex as

C. HOW E LL SALMON
Commerce, Texas

" Bill "'; Y .M .C.A.; E di to r-in
C hi ef Locust . Never satisfi ed
unl ess bothe rin g so m e one.

H e ca m e to us la t e, but is
do ing b etter work t ha n som e
here a ll yea r.

" Sall ie"; Ass ist a nt t o Libra ri a n . R ath er inclined to
a rgue. a nd resorts to 42 at
irregul a r inter va ls .

55
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LELAND BRECKENRIDGE

Wills Point, T exas
W . L . Mayo Debating Society: Citamard; Y. M. C. A.; Class Editor;
Student Welfare Council; Football; Baseball .

EUGENE ZINNECKER

Durant, Oklahoma

l
I

Football.

ROBE:&T RAE CORNELIUS

Commerce, T exas
Citamard; Athletic Council; Secretary of Class ; Basketball.

BLANCHE HICKERSON

Commerce, Te xas
Citamard; Basketball.

MORRIS HOOD

Mt. Pleasant, Texas
Basketball.

JOHN BLEVINS

Mt. Pleasant, T exas
Football ; Basketball.

I
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L. D . P ARSONS
Grapevine, T exas
Y.M .C. A.: Football: Basketball: B aseball: President of Class .
His calibre is seen by the above
qu a lifica ti ons.

t

HOR TE NSE ABER N A T HY
Commerce, T exas
Y.W .C. A. Cabinet : C ita mard
Club . So zealous in a ll work that
she was chosen to represent us at
Des Moines.
Vice-President of
Class .

M ARY BELLE M c WHIRTER
WoU City, T exas
Y .W .C.A.:
K. K. Secret a r y:
s~cret ar y of C lass.
T horoughl y
knows a M ax well.

EDW ARD H. WRAY . JR .
Commerce, Texas
French C lub: T ennis C lub :
Band: Orchestra: CIBss E ditor.
Thoroughl y consist ent a nd on the
job.

58
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J. NELSON ANDREWS
Campbell, Texas
Y.M.C.A. H as t o be petted b y
a lady before eating breakfast.

E. F. BAKER
Sulphur Springs, Texas
Baseball. Our best pitcher and
as good elsewhere~baseba ll or at
a n y other work.

JAS. W. BENTLEY
Trinidad, Texas
G lee C lub; Y.M.C.A. Cabinet:
Tennis C lub. The man with the
smile- always worth whil e.

ETHEL BRYANT
Commerce, Texas
Tennis C lub . Seen with '"Ka t ""
or an out-of-town boy.
Some
curls.

~
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JESSAMAE CORNELIUS
Commerce, Texas
Y.W.C.A.: Citamard Club: Student Welfare Committee. Has a
pleasant smile for every one and
loved by all.

HERMAN 0. DAY
Como, Texas
Hopkins County Club: Tennis
Club. Days are usuall y changeable-not this one.
Manual
Training fiend.

LEMAY GIBSON
Commerce. Texas
Beach Choral Club: ' Y .W.C.A.
Red-headed , but a true friend. if
one at all.

IDA GRISHAM
Commerce, Texas
Y.W.C.A.: K.K. Club. Full of
" pep", always happy. and does
her part.

60
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LUTHER D. CADENHEAD
Anna, Texas
French Club. Rather quiet, but
uses energy working and smi ling.

IRENE CARGYLE
Mt. Vernon, Texas
We've never seen a more business-like woman . Absolutely sincere.

HIDA CATE
Commerce, Texas
Y.W.C.A.; Class Poet. Quite
talented in H. E. All girls and
especially one boy say a lovely,
studious girl.

GLADYS COOK
Cason, Texas
Y.W.C.A. A heartful of sunshine behind a great smile.

61
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LUCILLE JOH STON
Enloe. Texas
Y.W.C.A.:
Citamard Club:
French Club. One of our best: a
joy to know her.

L. BRYAN KILLEBREW
Everton, Arkansas
Tennis Club: Y.M.C.A. Cabinet. A leader in activities. and
quite a popular man.

NANNA MONROE
Alba. Texas
Citamard Club. Quite a lover of
romance and adventure.

MRS. J. F. MURRELL
Commerce. Texas
Beach Choral Club.
At one
time a "Bell."
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OUIDA HARRIS
Marietta , Texas
President Y.W.C.A.: Tennis
Club: Citamard Club. An enthusiastic worker and leader.

JESSE HARWELL
Commerce, Texas
Cowboy Club. "Grandma .. the
one on the job 'till it's done.
Peppery.

KATHLYN HAWKINS
Commerce, Texas
"Kat, " but not 'till you've done
the wrong thing.

HAZEL HICKERSON
Commerce, T exas
K.K. C lub . Some "nut" and
strong for the French Club.
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WM. RUSSELL
Sulphur Springs, Texas
Y.M.C.A. "Lasses" kept him out
of much athletics. A better one
than "Bill" never lived.

ROSCOE W. SANDLIN
Enloe, Texas
Glee Club; French C lub ; Tennis
Club. Wants to be let alone, or to
~ee the girls. But we need more
like him.

CLARA STRICKLAND
Kingston, Oklahoma
Very studious. and a purposeful
look in her eye. Determined to
know why and wherefore.

MRS. ADA THOMPSON
Greenville, Teexas
Fully as conscientious in work as
believing she'll be County Superintendent.
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MAMIE PATILLO
Lone Oak, Texas
Vice - President French
Club; Talk French? I'll say
she do, Oui oui, Parlezvous 1

AUBREY PORTER
Mt. Pleasant, Texas
Y.M.C.A.Cabinet; French
Club. Reported by ladies to
be the nicest man in school.

ANNA BELLE
PRITCHARD
Commerce, Texas
Beach Choral Club. Quiet,
happy, and diligent.
ls
more needed ?

LAURA ROBERTS
Commerce, Texas
One of the small ( ?) twins
of the Class. The Pet.
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DENVER R. BIGGERS
Bonham, Texas
"Dump··; Baseball; Irregular. A favorite in baseball.

R. C. KEITH
Cookville, Texas
Glee Club; Tennis Club;
Band; "Rube." Proud of
his height;
takes every
campus course.

CERON ADKINS
Wayne, West Virginia
French Club;
"Sarah. "
Ladies are his greatest temptation .
Some mentioned
cosmetics with his name.

FRANK C. GILES
Alba, Texas.
Wrestling and throwingspecialties. Takes the opposite side of everything.
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DEWEY WALLACE
Cookville. Texas
Seen with Keith or a certain young lady.

RUTH WALLACE
Cookville. Texas
Treasurer Y. W. C. A.:
O.K.K.
A heart true as
steel and eyes that reveal
cheerfulness and patience.

V
JAS. H. WESTBROOK
Wolf City, Texas
Y.M .C.A. : Tennis Club:
"Senator... As constant as
the tide. Has his ambition
starward and his nose similarly turned.

JECHELIA WINDSOR
Buckner. Texas
Y.W.C.A. Very fond of
teaching-especially sewing
-the training school girls.
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C HOI C E ALLI SON
E ustace, T exas
Never hea rd from much
unless something is rea ll y
needed .
W e need a bout
seven hundred like him .

J AS. BLAN D
T exas
Footba ll . One of th e most
conscientio us workers a nd
ha rdest footba ll pl ayers we
ever h ad .

W ALTER WOR K M AN
Cumby, T exas
R ecord brea ker for length y
t elep hone con versations, bu t
some wa y gets such grades
as " A" o r " B ".

O DI S B. BR AD FORD
Commerce, T exas
"Brad ." F ootball. '' Wo uld
like t o be in society d eep,
but seems to be a fra id to
ventu re. There 's a reason .
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Normal Selllior H:n.§11:ory
HE HISTORY of the Senior Class of '20 is the History of the East
Texas State Normal College. The present Senior Class cast its lot
with the "Little Sister Normal" in the autumn of nineteen hundred
seventeen, and has shared in her triumphs and glories as she grew
from the "Little Sister" to the charming debutante, "The Belle of Texas."
In nineteen hundred seventeen when the State decided to take over the
old East Texas Normal , the hearts of thousands of students of the old school
and the people of Commerce were gladdened immensely, for the chief characteristic of the old school was that it held the affection of the student body. All
who entered its walls as students went out as its missionaries. However, the
tardiness of the State in taking charge of the school was a great handicap the
first year, causing the fall term to begin over a month late; this resulted in
many students going elsewhere who would have come to Commerce.
Well do I remember the first view that I had of the East Texas State
Normal College. The very air seemed charged with eagerness and expectation,
not unmixed with the blows of the workman's hammer, for the whole place
was being remodeled and repaired . The students came from the various nooks
and corners of Texas, a few came from our sister States, Arkansas and Oklahoma, also some of us looked pretty "wooly" as we lined up for registration,
but "a man 's a man for a · that." From the first day it has been the boast of
our school that she has not a student whose aim is not laudable.
Despite the handicap of the first year, the Sophomores did excellent school
work. They also began to caues the other classes to take notice of their being
around the Campus . They raised their flag over the Main Building and kept
it there until some upper-classmen sneaked up at night and took it down.
The outlook for nineteen hundred eighteen and nineteen hundred ninteen
was very dark . The call to arms made it appear that the student body was
going to be composed of girls only . But by the untiring effort of our diligent
president, a unit of the Students Army Training Corps was secured for the
East Texas State Normal College . We were then Juniors and the opening
of the fall term found us back almost to a man, working for the coveted
commission. Those were expectant days . That bunch of boys had no more idea
of what military life was like than they had of life on the planet of Mars. For
a time ignorance was bliss, but they soon had an ·awakening. Khaki-clad, soremuscled , perspiring, agonizing students doing the leaning-rest, soon became
the principal scenery around College Hill, for "Grady" spared no one. And it
was rumored among the boys that there was a certain faculty member whose
suffering, though of a different nature, was as the suffering of the entire company combined, for neither did "Grady" spare the grass. However, the
boys were recompensed for all of this torture when the company, led by the
sonorous voice of Parsons, sang "Dear Army Beans" as it swung off to chow.
Although only four of the boys reached an officers' training camp, the
Company, after three months of drill under Lieutenants Snyder, Herrcke
and Camp, felt like pretty good soldiers. When we were lined up and given
our discharges, every man was glad that it was all over, but there was also
a lonely , melancholy air about the deserted barracks that was anything but
pleasant.
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The second year also witnessed the memorable event of the alliance of
the Sophomores and Juniors, which wrought such havoc to the "Fish"
and Seniors of · 19. When the Sophomore-) unior flag was ceremonially raised
over the Main Building, the "Fish", led by their Senior allies, expected with all
the egotism of their watery little brains to come up and take it down. But
the only noticeable result of their effort was that the noise of the combat
prevented recitations for two periods, and a number of "Fish" and Seniors
could be seen wearing blue eyes and disfigured faces around the campus for
several days.
The sequel to this fight happened on the campus a few nights later, when
the combined forces of the four classes met in one of those fast passing diversions,
a rare old-fashioned, free-for-all gang fight. For about three-quarters of an
hour the atmosphere groaned under a load of brick-bats, lump coal, Roman
candle balls, hard mud and the babble of inarticulate voices. Then the grand
rush was made. How did it terminate? As usual.
It might seem by the prominence given the boys that the girls of the
class have done nothing. This is far from true. While the boys have played
the spectacular part, the girls have interested themselves more in social affairs.
In nineteen hundred eighteen, largely through the influence and help of the
girls of the '20 Class, the Y. W. C. A. was organized and has been a credit to
the college ever since. In connection with the Y . W., the girls have given two
magnificient banquets, each of which proved a delight to those attending.
All of the class parties, bacon broils, etc., are credited to their efforts. And
in all contests, of other than a virulent nature, it has been the girls of the class
that have carried the field. Speaking of their part in athletics, all that need
be said is that they have always brought home the bacon.
The third year found most of the Juniors of nineteen hundred nineteen
back ready to start their Senior work. The addition of many new fellow
classmen caused us to carry our chins high and strut just a bit, for they are an
acquisition that any class could justly be proud of. The class alliances of
nineteen hundred eighteen were continued; and when the lower classmen forgot
their station so far as to unfurl a Freshman flag on the campus, a small bunch
of Seniors and Juniors went out and scattered the host as Sampson scattered
tbe Philistines.
During the three seemingly short years that we have spent together,
we have learned to love each other. Our class help& to prove that the reason
some people dislike each other is because they do not really know each other.
At the beginning of college days, there were some members of the class who did
not like other members, but as they rubbed shoulders and swapped bumps
on the athletic courts, sweated over knotty problems, and cut classes together,
they began to respect, admire and then love one another with a strength and
devotion that shall not soon perish. The "we" feeling so many times stressed,
re-stressed and stressed again in sociology, by one of our favorite instructors,
has been fully realized in the Senior Class of '20. And the uncouth "Fish"
and erring Sophomores also have a tender place in our hearts, in spite of the
trouble that they have caused us while we were endeavoring to lead them in the
way that they should go.
Finis.
-AUBREY
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MRS. CHILDRESS
Winnsboro, Texas
Candidate for Diploma in
August .

GEORG IA GANTT
Blossom, Texas
Y.W.C.A. Candidate for
Diploma in August .

EMMA LOU HARLOW
Campbell, Texas
Y.W.C.A.: President of
Citamard Club:
Beach
Choral Club : August Senior.

LILLIAN WALKER
Ladonia, Texas
Y.W.C.A. : Beach Choral
Club: August Senior.
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JIMMAE LARUE
Eustace, Texas
Y.W.C.A. Candidate for
Diploma in August .

VIVIAN LAMKIN
Paris, Texas
Y. W. C. C.:
Citamard
Club:
Secretary Beach
Choral Club. August Senior.

LORETTA MARTIN
Cumby, Texas
Citamard Club: Y .W.C.A.
Candidate for Diploma in
August.

ARA SCHRUM
Rhonesboro, Texas
Y. W.C.A.: Candidate for
Diploma in August.
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Luther Hatcher.
.... .. .. .. ... .... .President
Mrs. Edith Jordan ........ ........ ........ .. .......... .. Vice-President
Joseph A. Parsons . ... ........ .
.Se cretary-Treasurer
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ALETHA AMIS
Emory, Texas
Y.W.C.A.; Citamard Club.

A. C. BENTLEY
Trinidad, Texas
President Glee Club; Secretary Y.M.C.A.;
Debating Society; Tennis Club.

MARY LOU ESTES
Commerce, Texas

JOHNIE MAE ELLIS
Texarkana. Texas
Y.W.CA; Candidate for Diploma in
August .

MOZELLE FAULK
Alba, Texas
Y.W.C.A.; Beach Choral Club.

ANNA GRAHAM
Alba, Texas
Y.W.C.A.; Beach Choral Club.
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ZETA MAE HARWELL
Commerce, Texas
Y.W.C.A. : Tennis Club.

EMMA HEAD
Klondike, Texas

INEZ HOGAN
Mt. Vernon, Texas
Y.W.C.A .

RUTH ISRAEL
Campbell, Texas

PEARL JENNINGS
Simms, Texas
Y.W.C.A.: Beach Choral Club.
MRS. EDITH JORDAN
Commerce, Texas
Vice-President Class: Vice-President,
Y.W.C.A.: Art of Editor Locust:
Citamard, Club.
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LILLIE LITTRELL
Anna. Texas

MILDRED McCARTER
Commerce. Texas
President Beach Choral Club: Secretary
O.K.K. Club: Orchestra; Y.W.C.A.

CARLISLE MAXWELL
Roxton, Texas
Y.M.C.A.: President B.B.B. Society.

). ). MILLER. JR.
Commerce, Texas
Baseball: Tennis Club.

JOE A. PARSONS
Grapevine. Texas
Secretary Class; Glee Club ; Debating
C lub : Basketball; Baseball: Y.M.C.A.

ORA PATTON
Randolph, Texas
Class Historian; O.K.K. Club:
C horal Club.

Beach
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FAMA PRATT
Commerce, Texas

Y.WCA.

ANNIE PRICE
Cooper, Texas

FRANK RUBARTH
Gatesville, Texas
Captain Football.

JUANITA ROGERS
Caddo, Oklahoma
Beach Choral Club.

ODDIE SHULTZ
Mount Pleasant, Texas
Citamard Club: Y.W.C.A.

BERTHA SIMS
Mount Pleasant, Texas
Citamard Club: Y.W.C.A.
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EMMA LEE SANDRIDGE
Commerce, Texas

O.K.K. Club; Y.W.C.A.; Tennis Club

VIRGINIA SEAY
Blossom, Texas

ELIZABETH THOMAS
Commerce, Texas

Students Welfare Committee; Citamard;
French Club; Tennis Club.

HELEN VANKIRK
Bonham , Texas

Tennis Club.

BENNIE MAE WESTBROOK
Winnsboro, Texas

Beach Choral Club; Y.W.C.A.

NORA LEE WILDER
Houston, Texas

O.K.K. Club; Y.W.C.A.

r
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BYRD WILSON
Leonard. Texas
Beach Choral Club; Y.W .C .A.
THOMAS S. ZACHARY
Jefferson, Texas
Y.M.C.A.;
Tennis Club;
Debating
Society.

TROY CRENSHAW
Floyd, Texas
Debating Society; Y.M .C.A.

INEZ CORY
Dallas , Texas
Y. W .C.A.; Basketball.

VELMA MILLS
Enloe, Texas
Citamard Club ; Y.W.C.A.

SAMMIE MORGAN
Wichita Fall, Texa s
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FRANCES KNIGHT
Commerce, Texas
French Club: Y.W.C.A.

TRAV IS BAKER
Tola r, Texas
Glee Club : Y .M .C. A.

IRENE LAWLER
Lone Oak, Texas
Beach Chora l Club: Y. W .C.A.

MRS . CHAS. H. AGEE
Mount Vernon, Texas

MR. CHAS. H. AGEE
Mt. Vernon, Texas
Student Welfare Committee: Y.M.C.A.:
Tennis Club.

LETA ROUSE
Sulphur Springs, Texas
O.K.K. Club.
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VELMA O'NEAL
Commerce, Texas

W. B. ENGLISH
Brashear. Texas
Y.M.C.A.

LUTHER HATCHER
Jefferson, Texas
President Class; Glee Club; Y.M.C.A.;
Debating Society. Candidate for Diploma
in August.

MRS. BERRY FAIN
Commerce, Texas

)AS. S. MITCHELL
\ Telephone, Texas
Y.M.C.A. : Baseball.

WARNER RASCOE
Thornton. Texas
Y.M.C.A.
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ROWLAND BOSTICK
Commerce, Texas
O.K.K. Club; Tennis Club; Y.W .C.A.

J.

C. SAMUELS
Commerce, Texas
Y.M .C.A. Candidate for Diploma in
August.

LETTIE LAMPKIN
Ennis, Texas
Y .W.C.A.; Cowboy Club.
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N OCTOBER the sixteenth, nineteen hundred seventeen, the present
Junior class entered the first year of East Texas State Normal College.
It was the first year of this school and we as Freshmen had an easier
time than the Freshmen classes have since. The upper classes were
not so well organized. We met and elected Mrs. Edith Jordan as president
and Mr. Luther Hatcher as vice-president and Mr. Huie Lamb as secretary
a nd treasurer . The Freshmen as a class went one hundred per cent. strong
for anything that was for the good of the students and the College. We knew
nothing of college ways, but we kept our eyes open as all Freshmen should,
and observed the learned ways of our upper-classmen . By doing the work
required , we left the Freshman year taking with us many lasting memories of
the year's work and pleasures, as well as the resolution "to follow the trail."
This spirit is clearly indicated in the fo llowing, which was our class song:
"There 's a long, long trail a-winding,
Into the land of my dreams,
Where the batchelor degree awaits us,
And the diploma gleams.
There ·11 be lots of hard old studying
Until our dreams all come true,
But we ' re bound to show this college
What the first year class can do ."
At last we separated, many went out into the world to teach school,
instead of returning the next ·year to become a loyal Sophomore with the few
that came back, and the many new ones who joined us.
As a Sophomore C lass, we were strong in spirit, about twelve were old
students. We re-elected our president, Mrs. Edith Jordan, and Mr. Huie
Lamb, vice-president, who was secretary the year before. There were fifty-six
making up the Sophomore Class, but to make us stronger there was the Junior
class with whom we united on all occasions . Many parties were enjoyed
throughout the year, and in the early spring picnics were also enjoyed . Each
class in the college was required to conduct Chapel exercises one morning
during the spring term . Of course, our time came bye and bye. We put on a
faculty stunt, in which one member of the faculty was so well represented by
putting schools on the "life basis" that he asked for a "conference" with the
teacher of that class immediately after Chapel. , Many other interesting
things took place during the year, thus passing another interesting and profitable
year of our college life. Nevertheless, many of our class left East Texas State
Normal College not to return with us the next year.
This year we have run the third lap of the college race, but only four that
started here as Freshmen have continued through this year ; although each
y ear there have been many new students come to join us. We met and elected
Mr. Luther Hatcher as our president, Mrs. Edith Jordan as vice-president,
and Mr. Joe Parsons as secretary and treasurer. We, as Juniors, have come
to realize that the responsibilities which lie with the Senior Class will soon be on
our shoulders, and we have striven to equip ourselves the better to take up these
duties. As we prepare to enter the fourth and final lap, it is with hope and
confidence that the Class of 1921 can and will acquit itself when Seniors with
the same credit it has done as under-classmen.
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Leland Breckenridge ..... ........ .... ...... ..... ... ........ ... .President
King Henslee ..
. Vice-President
Willie Brooks..
... .. ...... ... . .... ..
... Secretary
Dudley Wynn
... . Treasurer
Dennis W . Houston. ... ....... ........
. . Historian
Archie Parker
.Class Editor
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0 . D . Adams
Herbert Barrier
Paul Bledsoe

Cera Anderson
Clark Benton
George Branson

Wallace Andrews
Jewell Barrier
Nina Blankenship
Bessie Berry
Leland Breckenridge Thelma Bridges
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Willie Brooks
Harold Cornelius
Florence Elmore
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Mary Cargyle
Vera Cooper
Anna F. Fain

Maggie Colley
Ida Mae Cregg
Cecil Folkes

Leo Carlock
Duffy Dodson
Bertha Foster

~

John Hart
Fannie Houston
Clarence Jones

H. G. Hanes
D . W . Houston
Annie Jones

King Henslee
Horace Hyde
Pearl Killingsworth

Eva Hollan
Galon Irvin
Lela LaPraded
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Stella Lawson
Mattie Lowe
Tula Milford

Sam Leatherwood
W . W . Mangum
Cecyle Moody
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Essie Lewis
Jackson Massey
Stella McMinn

Ira Lewis
Roberta McLendon
Rose Adams Monday
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Archie Parker
Lucille Shurtleff
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Hobart Nelson
Katie Lou Nelson Gerald Owens
Fannie Lee Purcell Eula Reynolds
B. G . Rogers
Alline Stephens
William Sherrill
Annie Mannie Spurgers
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Earl Morrison
Eula Weaver
Eva Swindle

Dudley Wynn
Veva Whitaker
Mildred Wallace Lillian Thomas
Howard Hackney Clara Murdock

Bonnice Wheeler
Sallie Beavers
John Martin

1
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Barbara Black
Lucy Swearingen
Frank Branson

Hubert Glaze
Earl Morrison
Mary Martin
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Clarence English
Olive Anderson
Willie Weaver

Harvey Harrington
Norma Strokes
Addeline Hunter
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OOKI NG back to September 18, 19 I 8, we behold the halls of the East Texas State
Normal College alive with eager young men and women impatiently awaiting
registration and classification. Among that crowd, and not a few in number, were
those courageous Freshmen who have now won recognition as the most powerful
class that ever floated its colors over the campus of the East Texas State Normal
College. Although insignificant may sound the title Freshmen, no doubt it is looked upon with
scorn by a few of the so-call ed advanced classes, nevertheless we, as Freshmen of the year
I 918-' I 9, with the co-operation of our allied classes, put over one of the stiffest political campaigns that has ever occurred in the history of the East Texas State Normal College. This
was merely a manifestation of our future power, and that we would put things on a life basis
bye and bye. No doubt there were several dignified Sophomores, who lost precious hours of
sleep, and as a result of his dreams of the Ma y Queen that he would elect, his D"s did not
make room for his A's on the final. There was also, perhaps, many a Junior who in his
s leep could see his May Queen sitting on the throne richly adorned in her robes, and her crown
s parkling like gold in the sunshine. , There were some fair would-be queens in the Sophomore
Class, who would have been Queens had they been in the right environment. There were
Queens in the Junior Class who l;;icked only the crown and the coronation. But, alas! in
the little Freshman Class only could be found every necessary requirement for seating the
May Queen on her throne in the year of 1919. We had the Queen, we had the crown, and
above all else we had the necessary authorities for the coronation. It goes without further
comment that we were happy and successful throughout our Freshman year. We still have
with us the sweet memories of our Freshman days, and still love and co-operate with the
present Freshman Class. But shall now enumerate a few of the experiences of the Sophomore
Class proper of 1919-'20.
The first incident of note was the May Queen election for 1920. As the election drew
near there occurred nervous breakdowns and heart troubles among the upper- class men.
And why not? They had learned a lesson from us in 1919 never to be forgotten. It seems
that we as Freshmen from highways, byways, subways and other ways had made a greater
impression upon the upper- classmen than had their good patient Ph.D. , A.B .. and B.S.
professors. As aforesaid, the election was drawing near, and things began to get right among
the whole student body and faculty members as well. It was no uncommon sight, for those
who could see, to see a group of politicians in a comer, behind a door, or perhaps in the middle
of the floor on their knees holding a caucus. There were class splits of all descriptions. Even
the Sophomore Class was split all to pieces. But when the critical moment came, we stood
one hundred per cent, if not more, and the victory was ours as usual.
Not until the 14th of February, I 920, did the opposing forces really learn what Sophomores
were made of. On this day it was that our flag waved so proudly that it seemed to set the whole
city of Commerce in motion. Our flag was not cheated of its brilliancy by the darkness of night,
but was kissed by the golden rays of a two o'clock sun, and danced to the time of a mid-day
breeze. Why did we not stick our colors on top of the Main Building and leave three or four
of our best men to guard the one only passage, as we all know had been the custom' The
reason is a s imple one. There was not one among us, including the Freshman Class as well,
who did not feel like fighting from the ground up. Therefore, in order to give all of our boys
a chance to fight, and also to give the upper classes a fair chance, we planted our flag staff in the
smooth ground. The ground around it did not remain smooth very long. In a word, it
was a real battlefield for about two hours. But we got our .,fight and so did they. Finally
by our help the flag staff was bent to the ground, but I know one senior who had to go home in
a barrel.
In enumerating our victories, it seems entirely worth while to mention the ticket sale for
the debate between the Sam Houston team and our team. In the sale the Freshmen and
Sophomores were allied against all the other classes. As we all know, old maids do not make
very good salesmen, and this perhaps is the clue to their defeat. But we offer congratulations
to the upper classes for the excellent entertainment which followed, in spite of the fact that
they were exhausted of their time, cheerfulness, and we might add financially embarrassed from
the ticket sale.
As to the athletics, we can·t be beat. Quite a number of football and bas ketball stars
have the honor of being on our roll. We are also represented on the baseball team, to say
nothing of the girts· basketball team, which hardly knows defeat (being composed entirely of
the lower classes). To cap all this, we have in our class the most popular young man in
school, as evidenced by the result of the popularity contest .
We don't claim to be prophets, but who would call us prophets for saying the Junior Class
of 1920-'2 l will be the most popular and active class in the East Texas State Normal College'
We hardly think it would take a prophet to see that.
--D. W. H.
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1Fre§h.mamt Clat§§ Officer§
Lawson Biggers
........ ..... .. President
Beatrice Brice.
.. Vice-President
Rae Cornelius.. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. Secretary
Leola Blair
........................ ... ........ . ..... ..... Poet
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Barnes
Fleming
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Biggers
Blair
Cornelius

Bigon y
Connelly

Biggers
Blankenship
England

Fling

Brice
England
Glaze
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Hyde
Marshall

Hickerson
London

Hanes
Knight
Martin

Hackney

Hackney

Good
Harbour
Jones

Moore

Martin
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Morris

Purcell
Sockwell

Moses
Proctor
Reynolds
Reynolds
Stephenson
Steward
Thompson
Traughber
Tucker

Roberts
Swearingen
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Ward
Wa ller
Windsor

Kilgore
Parker
Martin

Johnson
Walker
Wallace

Wra y
Fuller
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Freshmen

I think that every father's son
And every mother's daughter
Should be an E.T.S.N. Fish.
And swim in shallow water:
If all the folks don't agree with me
Some day they 'll think they "orter."
There are king fish and cat fish.
And fishes large and small,
But the E.T.S.N.C. Fish
Are the greatest fish of all.
The trout fish and the perch fish,
Are caught with hook and line.
But the E.T.S.N.C. Fish
Are never caught behind.

I'm glad I'm a Freshman,
And with the Freshmen stand:
It's absolutely jolly
To be numbered with their band.
The Freshmen never worry,
They never have a grouch,
And when it comes to English
The Freshmen are no slouch.
Each theme is an inspiration
By minds so clear and deep:
Imagine a school without a Freshman
"Twould make the angels weep.

1I'o 1I'he Locust-A 1I'oast
Here·s to THE LocusT-the beloved instrument of expression
of our college life and its activities. The dewdrop is not Lake
Michigan, but there is nothing in Lake Michigan that is not in the
dewdrop. So THE LocusT is not the educational medium of the
East Texas State Normal College, but there is nothing in the spirit
of THE LocusT that is not in the institution. Its contents are the
pupils. their aspirations and ideals .
I ts preparation is an endless source of fun and amusement. a
signal '"lest we forget ... It will bear a record of some of the proudest
triumphs of our lives, because it will bring memories of hallowed
associations. the dream of a time when life was sweet. In after
years when remorseless time has wrought many changes in our
lives, THE LOCUST will serve as a link between the "now" and the
"then."
May the enthusiasm which is being manifested in its development be a guarantee of the permanent success of THE LocusT.
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Lalla H. Pickett
Supervisor
Mary Gilchrist
Nora C. Selby

T. Taylor Brown
Principal

Marina Phillips

Ada T. Wray

Inez Wurtsbaugh
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Section of Rural Training School Teachers

Almost every one likes Mr. Blankenship, but when we look at
some of this crowd we wonder how it is that Miss Vera can.
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De1mance
Hey!

Hey !
C.
Normal! Normal! Normal'
Whoa! Ho!
Howdy! Howdy! Howdy!
Yip!

E.

T.

Hey!

S.

N.

E.T.!

(Chief):
(A ll):
(Chie f):
(A ll):
(Chief):
(A ll):

"Are we lions ?"'
"We are lions."'
"What kind of lions ?"'
"E. T. LIONS."'
"Then roar, Lion?, roar, ..
"Ro-0-0-0-ar I Ro-0-0-0-ar ! Ro-0-0-0-ar !" ·
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MR. SMITH
says that he is ··general flunky ... but we hardly know what we would do
if it were not for our little Business Manager, and his efficient methods of finance. In addition
to handling the money end of our athletics. heoften officiated at the games, and when baseball came around he went in as Assistant Coach. All the boys know and like "L. I " , for
they always have a friend in him.
MISS HELEN HARMON
completed her second year here this season. and despite many
unfavorable conditions she turned out a very creditable sextet. She is Athletic Director
of the gir_ls. and it is hard to decide which she favors most-May fests or basketball.
E. M. TIPTON
is the Chief Coach and Athletic Director of the Felines. He came to us
in the summer from Texas Christian University. which he had just made famous the
year before for its athletics, and his abilit y as coach is well illustrated b y his work with a
practically green football squad here.
The coach is a graduate of Missouri State University,
a nd he has had several years· experience in directing school athletics. Everyone feels that
the wonderful showing made in football must be credited to him. and certainly a man who can
win by a score of eight to nothing twice in one day deserves praise. Thi~ is only one of his
achievements. and we shall mi ss him next yea r.
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A Review of 11:he §ea§01ill
The East Texas State Norma l is, and has a right to be, proud of her football record
this yea r . Notw ithstand ing the fact that sh e h ad not p layed a real season for several years,
games were matched with several strong colleges, and then the Lion representatives proceeded
to inflict a series of now famou s defeat s . Mr. Tipton had hi s men out early, a long period of
terribly hard training was gone through, and then they were read y for the first game. As
befell every team we h ad this year , our scheduled ga mes were not all played, and it was the
tenth of October before we met our first opponents. This battle was with our d ear foes,
t he Wesleyites, a nd in it we met our first and only d efeat, a lthough the experience our green
men received was a lmost worth it. When it is learned that five men who played in that
game had never p layed a game before, a nd that t hree h ad n ever seen one, one can easil y
account for the defeat. We were victors in a ll but one of the remaining contests, and that
game ended in a scoreless tie.
THE WESLEY GAME
was played at Commerce in a ha rd rain, which began to fall shortl y
after the game was called. A few loya l supporters remained on the fi eld , and saw their
eleven go down before the Methodists' 3 3 to 0. The field was a sea of mud, and it was
a lmost impossible to h old the ball. In fact, three of W esley°s five touchdowns are a dmitted
to have been Aukes, caused b y this condition . H owever , the Lions were considerabl y muddi ed ,
and suffered many injuries as well as a defeat. At the end of the game, J ernigan, Bradford,
Lewis, Ruba rth , Nelson, Bland and Griffits were counted among the wounded, but there
was one consolation in the showing the team had mad e, a nd if anything the mora le was rai sed ,
rather than lowered.
THE ARLINGTON GAME
raised the spmts of a ll , for Grubbs Vocational went d own
in defeat on their own grounds, and we had a victory t o talk about. Bradford was the star
of the affair, scoring once with a man on hi s back. Tipton reported a welcome 8 to O resu lt,
and on the same d ay he received the other famous message rega rding the figure eight .
THE TERRELL GAME
proved to be one of the h ardest of the year, but the East Texans
a lso took the scalps of the Texas Military College aggregation by a score of 14 to 6. Captain
Rubarth was the star of this contest.
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Top Row:

Tipton (Coach ). J ernigan. Maxwell, Blevins. Biggers. DeFord. Bland.
Sparkman. L. Parsons. Sherrill, Clifton. D eJ ernette.
Middle Row: Rodgers .. Workman Baker.
Bottom Row: Griffitts. Russel, Harwell. Bradford . Rubarth (Captai n). Carlock. J. Parsons.
B entley. Singleton. Nelson .

Football Season 1919
OPPONENTS

33

0

AT ARLI NGTON
..... October 24 .... ....

0

8

6

14

AT COMMERCE
Dallas University ................. November 8 ...

0

12

AT COMMERCE
... November 14

0

0

AT COMMERCE
Sam Houston Normal.. ..... November 27

7

21

Grubbs Vocational ...
Texas Military .. .... .

Durant Normal.
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THE DURAN T BUNCH

THE DALLAS UN IVERSITY GAME
gave the student body its first chance to observe
t he eleven in action , after its defeat by Wesley. The affair was very s low because of time
being taken out so often, the wet condition of the field, a nd th e obvious superiorit y of the
Norma l team. Rodgers failed to appear in the remainder of the games, because of injuries
su stained in this on e. Morris starred for the Catholics, a nd Griffitts for the Teachers.
At one time thi s boy made a brilliant fifty-yard run, and later scored on a fumble. Singleton
made the other t ouchdown , a nd the final score was 12 to 0.
THE DURANT GAME
was the b est and hardest that the schedul e afforded, while the
weather a lso favored the sport. givi ng us an idea l da y. the only one of the yea r. The two
teams weighed about the same, and from the start to the fini sh the contest was a struggle.
At one time the Texans went up to Durant's ten-yard line, but an attempt to make a field
goa l fai led , and they never were as dangerous again. The Oklahomans tried for fi eld goals
three times, but a lthough the margins were s mall, they missed them a ll. Thus. we had
our scoreless tie, the first si nce S .M .U. was held in the introductory football yea r of th e old
school.

RUBARTH HITTING TWO
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T H E THANK SG IV ING GAM E
saw E. T. the host of Sa m H oust o n Norma l Inst it ute .
T he weather was ver y un fav ora bl e. but t he student bod y was out en m asse. wit h t he ba nd,
cheers. a nd p lenty of "pep" . Huntsvill e made their touchdo wn on a flu ke, as did the Commerce eleven in one inst a nce. This was the game in which Ca rlock co ntest ed fo r honors
wi t h L. P a rsons a nd Ruba rth in blocking kicks, a nd it was a lso t he onl y one in whic h we
kic ked a goa l. Griffitts kicked th em a ll , however . In the last t wo minutes of p lay the
second string m en were sent in aga inst Sam H oust on . a nd they ga ined several ya rds o n the
t ired v isitors. " G ra ndma .. H a rwell was t he first second stringer t o appea r on the field.
a nd he was greet ed with cheers. fo r his loyal work ha d not escaped not ice.
Thus the ga me
ended 21 t o 7. a nd with it a successful season .
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The Lettel" Men

FRANK RUBARTH

Captain-Tackle
Every one knows and respects Frank, not only on but off the gridiron. Although
he 1s only twenty-one years old, this completes hi s third season at East Texas, and next
year is almost certain to see him with us again.
As captain, he was always the leader in
the offensive, and the mainstay on the defensive. He often demonstrated that he had no
peer when it came to sheer nerve and gameness, and when he put his one hundred and sevent ythree pounds into play it took a mighty good man to stop him. In addition to hi s football
prowess Frank is generally known to be one of the most friendly and best liked boys in school.
Watch him next year.
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LEMUEL OE LOSS PARSONS
Tackle
'"L.D." put in the first part of the season at full. but
finished at tackle. At the close of the year he' was weighing
about two hundred and two, which made him the heaviest
man on the eleven. TJ\e lines were few that he failed to
pierce-they can all tell you why. The big boy played
at E. T. a few years ago when Moody and Charley Johnson were here, and he was one of that famous team.

MARION DE JERNETTE
Quarter
"Doc" was the lightest letter man on the Squad, but he
seemed unafraid of the biggest foe, and put all of his one
hundred and thirty-seven pounds into any of them. Marion
played two years at Commerce High, and a little in the Navy.
In the Durant game he saved the day when he made a hard
try and broke up a pass, which if· completed would have
meant a touchdown. We expect him back next year.

ROSCOE GRIFFITTS
Half
"Coad" is another light weight, and also claims Commerce
as his home. In fact, he played on the Commerce High eleven
for four years, and is one of the most promising athletes turned
out by that school. "Griff' was a consistent ground gainer,
and starred in nearly every game. Next season will find him
with us again, and once more we shall see him speed down the
gridiron for East Texas.
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HOBERT NELSON

Gua rd
"Tough y" is from Cass County and proud of it . Although
he h a d n ever played football before, and didn 't know that it
was against the rules to fight, there was never a doubt of
his making the team from the first day he was out. While
Parsons was in the back field, Nelson took hi s place on t a ckle.
As h e is quite young, and a s ix-footer, weighing one hundred
and eighty-seven , it is useless to explain his sobriquet. H e
says, "Tell them I'll be with them next yea r. brother!"

BOYD R ODGERS
Center

One of the few disappointments of the year was the fact
that "Buck" was kept out of many of the games because of
injuries. Everyone looked forward to the havoc this giant
was sure to create. and the taste we got made us want to
see more. We would all like to have the big cowboy back
but it is ha rdl y procable that he will be.

JOHN BLEVINS

Guard
Here is another boy called "Buck". Like Nelson, his
Wesley game was his fi rst, but this sport is his meat. He is
only seventeen years old, but he weighs one hundred and
ninety, and is six feet one inch tall. With this young Mount
Pleasant mountain in the line any team ought to be a winner,
as ours was. and wi ll be. He will be h ere next year.
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Forward.

Dean has starred in almo st eve ry gam e. H e is fas t, and
acc urate at throw ing goa ls. From th e first he showed up
we ll, and got bett er as th e seaso n went on towa rd its close.

r
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FRANK MORGAN,

Guard.

M organ loyally def ended th e goa l throug ho ut th e season.
He has a cool h ead, and is a ha rd fi ghter. Frank is of a
q ui et di sposition until he warm s up, and th en he goes in to
w in. H e wa rmed up in every game in w hich he playe d.

MORRIS HOOD,

Guard.

Hood has pl ay ed g r eat bask etball at E . T. for tw o year s.
H e is ve ry skillful, and always in the game to win. It takes
an extra go od forwa rd to get away from him. H e was the
small est man on the team, but w hat he lacked in heig ht, he
m ade up in speed.

~
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RUSSEL JERNIGAN
Quarter
Wesley put "Swigen" in bed for a while, and thereafter,
every game usually ended with Jernigan listed among those
injured. When he was directing the team, however, there
was always an air of confidence, that never seemed to pervade
the team when any other man took his place. He will be
missed next year.

JAMES BLAND

Guard
"Jimmie" thought that he was going to get by without an
injury this year, and said so, but after someone blackened
his eye, by stepping on his face, and he finally wound up
temporarily on crutches, he changed his mind. The old boy
1s a sport, however, and when the Thanksgiving game went
by without his being able to participate, he said, "Well,
I'll be in it next year." He will be.

REUBEN SPARKMAN

Full
"Rube" started at quarter, but hurt his shoulder in
practice at the first of the year, so that when he returned to
training he was shifted to the full back position. "The Wild
Irishman" was worked hard in the last games of the year,
and he played his last college football game here Thanksgiving.
Thus, another man is gone, and we have seen the last of the
fleet little player who for four years was one of the mainstays
of Commerce High, and later one of the leaders at E. T.
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DUDLEY SINGLETON
Half
"Dud'· is a Cooper boy. and his one years· experience
on the Cooper High eleven was no doubt a great factor in
making him the star that he was. His possibilities were
recognized by Coach Tipton early in the season, and the men
were hardly out before Singleton was being groomed for a
place in the backfield. First, he was tried at passing. but his
speed soon caused him to beswitched to half. where it could
be used to the utmost . It is safe to say that there was probably
nowhere in the State a man in whom a student body had
more confidence than ours had in "Dud".
Whenever the
Lions lacked a few yards of making the downs, it was
always he that they called on to carry the ball over. His
election to the captaincy of the Nineteen Hundred and
Twenty Football Eleven here is indeed fortunate, for under
his leadership we are certain to have another successful year.

Some Facts
There were eight men among the letter winners that were six feet tall. They all averaged
seventy-one and one-seventh inches in height. Ten of the letter men will be back. In addition
to these there will be seven of the second stringers back. among whom are several promising
men. According to statistics we should have one of the strongest teams in the State next yea'r.

SINGLETON AROUND RIGHT END
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The Boys
The ·Lion Quintet was a very tame affair this year, and for many
good reasons the season was finished with only two victories marked
up in its favor. The squad suffered from lack. of practice, due to the
uncompleted gymnasium, and from a short, cut-up schedule, but it
struggled to the end against all odds. As usual the student body
enthusiastically and loyally supported the team on every possible
occasion, and all expect to see better results next year. The season was
by no means a failure , for after all victories are not everything,
though they are rather desirable. Watch us next year!
THE DALLAS UNIVERSITY GAME at Dallas. In this, the first
game of the year, the Commerce boys found themselves playing on a court, which had a floor as
slick as glass, but they managed to skate as well as their hosts, and
came off the victors. Joe Parsons won the game by throwing five out
of six free chances at the goal.
THE TERRILL GAME-Since their opponents did not furnish
themselves with a handicap in this game,
besides being an excellent team as well , the Normalities felt constrained to drop the victory to them.
THE DALLAS UNIVERSITY GAME at Commerce. This game
was a very slow affair,
thought he lighter Catholics fought us to the finish, and lost like the
sports they are.
THE HUNTSVILLE GAMES- About all that we can learn about
these lost games is-class will tell.
133
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The Boys

Top Row: Hood, Blevins, Biggers.
Bottom Row: J. Parsons, L. Parsons, Baker, Bentley.

The Boys' Season
Opponents
AT DALLAS
Opponents E.T.S.N.C.
Dallas University, January 27 .... ... ... .... .............. ..
8
11
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AT DALLAS
Terrill Training School, January 28. ... .. ...... ... .....

15

13

AT COMMERCE
Dallas University, February 20.... ....... ......... .... ....

12

23

AT HUNTSVILLE
Sam Houston Normal, February 23 .. .. .... .... .... ...
Sam Houston Normal, February 24. ... ..... .... ..... ..

29
36

22
16

LOCUST
The Letter Men

LEMUEL DE LOSS PARSONS
Captain-Center
"Big" Parsons has completed his second year as Captain of the Lion Quintet. and the
squad will certainly miss him next year. It was very easy for him to get the jump on his
opponents at center, for he could make good use of his height of six feet and one inch, while
his jumping itself was not to be despised. Beyond a doubt Parsons is the most beloved man
in the school, and we all feel that he can never be surpassed as an all-around good sport.
Words cannot express the admiration and affection that the student body has for him. Indeed,
there are many of us who have never known the school when he wasn't in attendance, and
next year it cannot seem the same without him.
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TRAVIS BAKER
Gua rd
"Little Baker ·· sta rted the season trying for center. but
Tipton soon switched him to guard . and he finished the yea r
in that position. His specialty was to rush the ba ll toward the
opponents. and then to suddenl y "shoot it where they weren't."
He is said to be "the bo y who the boys love and the girls like."
o nl y it seems that thi s isn 't quite fair to him . Travis says
that he will be here next year, and that is good enough for us.

MORRIS HOOD
Guard
"Hood" was the fine little defensive partner of Travis,
a nd there wasn't another man on the quintet as fast as he.
He hails from down Mount Pleasant way. and all who remembered the work of his brother at E . T. a few years ago were
not surprised at the high quality of his performances. The
fact that he a lso was formally connected with the famous
"Stonewall Champions" will explain much . H e will be with
us next year.

JOHN BLEVINS
Forward
" Buck " reall y prefers to p lay the position of guard. but
the scarcit y of forwa rd material, and the deftness with which
he hooped the ball. soon called him to the offensive po ition,
where he finished the season . This young giant will be with
us next year. and other Titus County m en are expected to
accompany him o n hi s return.
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LAWSON BIGGERS
Forward
.. Big Biggers.. is a quiet young ma n. sometimes, a nd
hi s greatest deli ght is to make announcerr.ents in C hapel
for hi s beloved Freshman Class. A gleam of joy always fills
his eye when he gets a chance to .. beat up an u pper ... and
this is the onl y thing that will make him smile. ..Biggahs ..
was a star at tossing goa ls. a nd his presence on next season·s
quint will be of great a id to E. T.

JOE PARSONS
Forward
At the close of last yea r several students were surprised to
see a figure o n the campus, which they had never beheld before.
and yet there was something a bout his carriage that seemed
fami liar. One had the courage to approach the quiet young
man a nd ask ... Is your name P a rsons? ..
The smile that spread over his face was a nswer enough.
but the questioner was still unsati sfied, and as ked. "Not L.D. r·
T he stra nger said that he wasn·t. and we lea rned tha t he was
J oe . .. L.D."s .. young brother. Now everyone knows him as
the gentleman a nd good fellow that he is, and like his brother,
his fine character and sportsma nlike qualities have given
him many admirers. ..Little P a rsons.. was ver y skillfu l
in throwing goals. and played in ever y ga me that was played.
We hope to have him with u~ next year.
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The Girl§' Bmslkethmll
IKE THE boys, the girls were greatly handicapped by their
inability to use the gymnasium, which was then undergoing
repairs, and the failure of the other schools to abide by their
schedule and contracts. However, late in the season the
sextet did make a tour, in which they suffered three defeats. Two of
the victors later visited us and repeated the awful deed. Then the girls
journeyed over to Greenville, where they proceeded to trounce Wesley,
and a few days later the Methodists came over and underwent the
same treatment, before a delighted mob of East Texans, who had not
forgotten the Wesley victory in football. The girls are well satisfied,
and feel that in a few years they will be showing some people a surprise
or two .
THE TRIP took the girls to Southern Methodist University where
they found themselves midgets in comparison to their
hosts, and later, that their final score suffered likewise by comparison.
In Denton, the Normal and the College of Industrial Arts also gave
the East Texans good drubbings.
THE DENTON NORMAL GAME at Commerce was a much closer
affair than the game at Denton,
and the North Texas teachers were never sure of victory until the
close of the game. The Thorn twins were thorns indeed, as they
pitched goal after goal for Denton, and they were a whole team
in themselves.
THE C. I. A. GAME at Commerce was smilar to the Normal game
here, and although the game was heart-breaking
in its closeness, the student body voted the exhibition a classical affair,
and were forced to be satisfied with another defeat.
THE WESLEY GAME at Greenville was a glorious victory for our
sextet, and was made doubly sweet by the
remembrance of our defeat in football, and the chance to return mesure for measure made our hearts rejoice. On a hot and sandy court,
before all of frantic Wesley, the young ladies from E.T. inflicted a
defeat, that brought tears to the eyes of some, but which made our
old victory bell give peal after peal of triumphant laughter.
THE WESLEYITES in Commerce gave our student body a chance
to see the Greenville victory repeated. The
game was played in the uncompleted gymnasium, and oddly enough,
it rained as hard during this contest as it had during another, which
did not turn out as satisfactorily .
E v erything considered1 the season was far from a failure, and next
year will see us back stronger than ever.
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The Ba§kethall Girls

L eft to Ri ght : H olland, Morgan. Spurgers (Ca ptain), Cornelius, Thompson, Weaver, M onday.

Tll:n.e Girb' Season.
Opponents

E.T.S.N.C.

AT DALLAS

45

16

.... .. ... ... ... .. .

49

7

North Texas State Normal.. .. ... .... .... .. .. ............ .....

34

17

29
26

18

22

16

24

Southern Methodist University .. ... ..... .. .. .... .... .
AT DENTON
College of Industrial Arts .. ....

AT COMMERCE
North Texas State Normal, March 5 ... .... ..
College of Industrial Arts, March 9 .. .. .. ..
AT GREENVILLE
Welsey College, March 20 ... ... .. ........ .. . ........ .. .. ..
AT COMMERCE
Welsey College, March 24 ... ...... ... ............... .

22
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ANNIE SPURGERS
Captain-Forward
"Andy Mandy" has captained the sextet for two years,
and always her work has stood out, almost perfect . She is a
sure shot at shooting goa ls, and game after game saw great
improvement in her work. As a Freshman she led her team,
made its announcements, and was the life of the sextet . As
a Sophomore she once more led on the team, and from an
almost new personnel, Miss Harmon and she put another
fighting force in the field. Miss Spurgers is expected back
next year, and with an experienced team at her back much
good work can be expected.

MARGARET DEBENPOR T
Forward
"Mug" wasn't bad at throwing goals herself, but she was
especiallly good at the helping game, and many times she
unselfishly gave the ball to Annie, when she might have
easily made the try herself. It was this good team work which
made the team renowned for its sportsmanship, and there
is nothing so greatly admired at E. T. as good sportsmanship.
Miss Debenport attended the training school last year, and
was captain of that team. A few years more should see her
the excellent player which experience is sure to make her.
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ROSE ADAMS MO DAY
jumping Center
Although Mrs. Monday felt the matrimonial call while
the basketball season was in full sway, she completed the
term of service, and was in almost every game. It was almost
impossible to hurt her, and she was a fighter from start to
finish. Everyone will miss her next year, and the team will
have lost its fun maker.

INA KATE MORGAN
Side Center
"Pretty" was sma ll. very small, but she was unbeatable
at her position, a nd her rival on the opposing side never
failed to cast looks of respect in her direction after a game.
No court was too hard to prevent her diving under a player
after the ball, and n o girl was big enough to take the ball
away from her. The little auburn-haired maid will be with us
next year.

INEZ COREY
Jumping Center
Inez was the tallest girl on the team, and seldom failed to
get the jump on her opponent. However, she started late
in the season, and it was almost gone before we found out how
good she was. Since she is a Junior this year it is safe to expect
her back next year.
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WILLIE WEAVER
Guard
Everyone knows, and likes "Bill." Like her sister, who
played forward last year, she is perfectly at home on a basketball court, and when she got the ball you could rest assured
that it wasn't going to stay in her section long. This sturdy
Sophomore will return to us in I 92 I. and her quiet, but
efficient work will again make itself felt.

EVA HOLLAND
Guard
"Ever" is the little light weight who started the season at
center. but who later played such a sterling game in the
defensive position. She is quite a fighter in a game, but around
the school she is just "Blondy," and she has a friendly smile
for all. Everyone of our student body knows everyone else,
but it is doubtful if any girl is better known than this Soph.
She will be here next year.

ETHEL BRYANT
Guard
Ethel is not only a basketball player, but she also coaches
the game at the Training School. Her work in both lines
has been highly successful, and a more dependable guard
would be hard to find. Although she is a Senior, it is possible
that she will be with us next year, and the sextet is certain
to benefit from her presence on the lineup.
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We have a very successful team in the net and racquet sport this year, and
so far it has failed to meet a defeat. Burleson, Wesley and Sam Houston
have all gone down before our representatives, and we have every reason to
expect more victories in this line.
Johnnie Miller is easily the individual star, and he is the victor in all of
the singles. For two years Johnnie has borne all before him, and we will back
him against any opponent our rival colleges can bring forth. The boy has
several years with us yet, and his tennis and track abilities make him a very
valuable man.
Kieth, Killebrew and Keahey have been taking the doubles, and Miss
Bostick pars with either of the three in the mixed doubles. With the splendid
reserve that we have in the Tennis Club, and with these winners working hard,
it is not surprising that the Normal has the best team in its history. The outlook for the sport here is excellent since the space allotted to courts is almost
limitless, and everything favors its promotion. Games are yet to be played
with North Texas Normal and Southern Methodist University, and we are
counting on the Northeast Texas Championship.
Mr. Keahey is president of the Tennis Club, and Miss Bostick, the representative of the women in singles, is the secretary, and the season's great
success is owed in no little measure to their hard work.

THE TENNIS CLUB
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The §itt1U1attion
The 1920 baseball season has looked very promising indeed, and to
date the nine has broken about even on victories. When the call
for men was made, there were many who answered , but Tipton soon
worked the number down, and after the first road trip, the final changes
were made, and it looks as if the team will stand as it is, until the end
of school. There are some men on the team, who are very excellent
players, and the few games played so far give us hopes for a great year.
The Parsons boys have been doing well with "Old Hick," and
Jernigan is runner up to Griffitts, the Lion's leading batter. These
boys all bat above three hundred , while Mitchell and Breckenridge
are coming up fast. In fielding the outfield is just a little better than
the infield . We need a few more good pitchers, but can get along with
the ones we have, since the schedule favors us .
THE WHITE SOX GAME
was the feature · on our schedule, and
although the Lions did not hope to win, they expected to make a good
showing. There was a monster crowd present, and Dicky Kerr was
easily its favorite , as he pitched nine innings of easy ball to our own
little college boys. At the last of the game, however, Jernigan nicked
him a homer, and brought our score up to three. The Sox took things
very easy, and old John Collins, their captain, set them a slow pace
from first. The ' "Eleven-to-Three" defeat was expected, but our
"Three-to-Nothing" victory over Wesley the week before, was
consolation enough for us .
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T he Lions

To p: Tipton (Coach) , L. Biggers, Griffitts, Smith (Manager ), Jernigan (Captain)
Middle : Baker, Clifton, Mitchell, D . Biggers, Breckenridge.
B ottom: L. Parsons, J. Parsons.

Thie Ba§iebaH Schedule
PLACE

OPPONENT

Wesley College .
. .. Commerce
Chicago Americans .. . ....... Commerce
Dallas University
. . .Dallas ..
Texas Christian University Fort Worth
N orth Texas Normal. ... .Denton .
Wesley College ..
... .... Greenville .
Burleson College .. ..... .. ... .... .Greenville .
North Texas Normal. ... .Commerce
Wesley College
............ Greenville
Burleson College
. .. Commerce ..
Dallas University
.. .. . Commerce ..
Wesley College ....
. Commerce .. .
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DATE

.... March 22
... March 29.
March 30 .
March 31.
.. April 1 and 2.
April 6.
. .. April 12.
. April 15 and 16.
.. May 3.
.May 7.
. May 14.
. .. May 18.
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RUSSEL JERNIGAN
Captain-First Base
"Swigen" has pitched as much as he has played first, hi s
real position. He is still suffering from the effects of the football
season, but has played excellent ball all the year. He lazil y
pitched a shutout game against Wesley at opening of the
year, and he is one of the two leading men at the bat. In the
White Sox game, he knocked a homer over the left field fence.
which set little Kerr to thinking. He is one of the most popular
men who ever came out of Commerce High, and his showing
this year has not diminished that popularity in the least.

ROSCOE GRIFFITTS
Short Stop
"Grif" is the leading batter. and lead-off man . It is
very seldom that he fails to deliver, either in the field or at
bat. Some of the most brilliant catches of the year have been
credited to him. and as he too is from Commerce High. he is
well known and liked. "Coad" has also been accused of
liking "Molasses," but we don't know why. At any rate,
he is a fine boy and one that anyone would be glad to have
as a friend.
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LAWSON BIGGERS
Utility
"Biggahs" is general utility man, and tries everything, from
pitching to short and right field. He has also worked behind
the bat, which is his favorite pos ition , and we almost believe
that he would be at home anywhere. The Frosh president
has tried all that we offer in athletics, and certainly deserves
credit for his ability to stick to a job:

LEMUEL DE LOSS PARSONS
Catcher
The big boy from Grapevine is better this year at his favorite
pos ition of catcher than he has ever been before. His peg
to second is perfect. His work at the bat is very near the
top, and when he steps to the plate, everyone looks for
act ion and sees it. Like the typical ball hero, he often steps
in with "Old Hick" and saves the game. We shall hear much
from this boy.

LESLIE CLIFTON
Center Field
" Jiggar" can make some of the most beautiful catches that
a person could wish to see, and a ball knocked in his territory
is certainly "in a well... At bat he is very eccentric, and you
never know what to expect, although it is seldom that he
fails to produce. Clifton has been playing the game for
quite a while, and he knows it if anyone does.
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JOE PARSONS
Third Base
Joe is one of the heaviest hitters on thelteam. and he is
running his elder brother a close race with the bat. He started
at right field, but has been sw itched to third , a position in
which he does very well_ although he is to be seen at hi s best
in his favorite position. If Grapevine can send any more men
like this boy and his brother. we wi llltake them a lL for they
are s portsmen of the highest caliber.

DENVER BIGGERS
Second Base
This makes "Dump's" second year on the keystone plate
of our merry nine, and hi s good work. coupled with hi s cheerfu l
s mile h as won him the hearts of all the fans . He is the
oldest, but not the largest of the Biggers brothers here, and
the two Freshmen lead their eld er kinsman an awful life.
This only seems to make "Dum p" all the more happy, however,
and as long as he is, a ll of his companions are .

JOHNNIE MILLER
Pitcher
Johnnie has been used more as a utility man than as a
pitcher, although he has had fair success in the few games
in which he has been given a chance. The boy is a fine outfielder, and isn't to be d espised when he makes hi s appearance
in the infield.
It is only fair to state that he is you ng yet,
but that he has all the possibilities of an all-around athelete.
There is no sport of which he doesn't know something , and
few in which he is not a participant.
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ERASMAS BAKER
Pitcher
"E. F . ·· is our star pitcher. His big right arm seems to
never tire, and consequentl y it is not surprising to learn that
he "shoots them over faster at the last than at the first of the
game.·· He is another of the game sportsmen so greatly
admire here, and all East Texans will be glad . to learn that
he intends to b e with us a nother season .

LELAND BRECKEN RIDGE
Left Field
The little Soph. president is not near as big as his name.
but they a ll know the ball is his whenever it goes within
hi s territory. "Breck" can turn them loose when he gets them.
too, and h e is as trustworthy a field er as anyone could wish for.
His lack of vanity. coupled with his sense of loya lt y. and
the genera l businesslike way in which h e tackles all problems.
makes him a va luable man. whom we will have with us for
quite a few years yet.

JAMES MITCHELL
Right Field
When J ernigan pitches '"Mitch" takes first. his favorite
position. and he certainly looks good there. H e is one of the
dependable long distance hitters of the nine. and the fielders
never fail to back up when th is Bonham boy steps up. He has
a friend ly smi le that gains him many well wishers. and we
cannot see too much of him. or his work, out on College Hill.
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Y. M. C. A" Calbiirll.eit

The accomplishments of the Y.M.C.A. for the past two years have been very
encouraging, due to the able leadership and ceaseless zeal of Professor D. F. McCollum.
We have a room well equipped. Stag socials are term events and swell attended. Our
bi-monthly group-studies have been quite an inspiration. Under the auspices of this
organization we have listened to such men as Robert P. Wilder and J. Stitt Wilson, and
many not so well known. Five of our number went to the Hollister Conference. We also
sent our part to the Des Moines Conference. While there are many things we might
have done, we are proud of the record made.
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Standing: T. Zachary, T. Crenshaw. ]. Parsons, D . Wynn, F. Keahey, L. D. Parsons.
L. Hatcher. H. elson. L. Carlock, A. C. Bentley.
Seated: N. Andrews. L. Breckenridge, Miss Jack, P. Bledsoe.
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Ci1taim21T<ill Ch:n.lh
The First Club organized in the
East Texas State N ormal College .

Officeers
Emma Lou Harlow,
Hortense Abernathy
Lucile Johnston
Eleanor Jack
Martha Marie Allen

····· ·,; · · ·· ···· · · ·

.. ....... ., President
......... Vice-President
. .. Secretary
Faculty Advisor
.. Faculty Advisor

Memlhers
Emma Lou Harlow
Hortense Abernathy
Ouida Harris
Nanna Monroe
J essamae Cornelius
Vivian Lamkin
Aletha Amis
Bertha Sims

Velma Mills
Oddie Shultz
Edith Jordon
Lucile Johnston
Elizabeth Thomas
Loreta Martin
Adaline Hunter
Fama Pratt
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Cowboy Club
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B. G. Rogers ... ...... .. ......... ... ..
Jesse Harwell. ...
Miss Eleanor Jack ....... ... .... ..

............. ... . President
... Vice-President
...... Secretary-Treasurer

R({])Illl
Jesse Harwell
Miss Eleanor Jack
Leo Carlock
Vera Cooper
W. B. English
C. T. English
John Martin
L. J. Hinton

Warner Rasco
Miss Helen H . Harman
B. G. Rogers
Miss Lettie Lampkin
Walter Workman
Zeta Harwell
James Martin
Ethel Martin
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Glee Club

Standing : Hart, Bass: Henslee, Tenor: Killebrew, Tenor: Keahey, Tenor: Hatcher, Tenor:
Parsons, Bass: Bentley, Bass : Sandlin, Bass: Parsons. Bass: Martin. Bass:
Andrews, Bass.
Sitting: Bledsoe, Tenor : Baker, Bass: Miss Murrie, Director : Miss Hewitt, Pianoist:
Carlock. Bass: Bentley, Bass and President.
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S tanding: J echeli a Windsor, Ora Patton , Cecil F olkes, Mrs. Bonnie Murrell , Lillian
W a lker, B yrd Wilson . Glad ys Cook , M ozelle F a ulk.

Viv ian La mkin, Secretar y a nd Treasurer; C hri stine H ewitt, Acco mpanist ;
Miss K athrine Murrie. Director : M ildred McCa rter, President: E mma Lou
H a rlow: F annie L ee Purcell.
T hird R ow : Irene La wler, M a r y Belle Fling, Li brari an ; St ella Lawson Vera Cooper,
Benni e M ae Westbrook.
Absen t: T uli a Milford , Mrs. T . H . Brad y, Imogene Wallace, P ea rl Hudspeth ,
F ay Morris .

M iddle R ow:
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The Kalir Klub was organized the third day of February,
nineteen hundred and twenty, with a membership of nine,
and three faculty advisors .
The purpose of the Klub is to develop broad, wide-awake,
intelligent, and active citizens, so that when we go out into
our various fields of work, we will be able to take our rightful
places with our fellow citizens, and that the community will
be better for our having lived in it ..

(Clhtar1ter Members
Mary Belle McWhirter.
.. President
Emma Lee Sandridge .......... .............. ....... .Vice-President
Mildred McCarter
. Secretary-Treasurer
Hazel Hickerson
.... ..... ... .. .... .......... Critic
Cecil Folks
Ida Grisham

Nora Lee Wilder
Rowland Bostick
Ora Patton

Misses Juniger, Harmon, Storrie

New Members
Ruth Wallace: Anna Frances Fain
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BAND

H. G. MUNDEN
Director

•
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T IS earnestly desired to establish the Student Welfare Committee
as a medium of exchange of views between the President and
. ~ Deans on the one hand and the student body on the other, for
the purpose of giving advantage of the advice and counsel of
the Student Welfare Committee to the President and Deans from time
to time.
In response to such a generous request, Miss Mary Roberts , Clabourne
Glaze, Miss Elizabeth Thomas, C. H. Agee, Cecil Folkes, Archie Parker,
Miss Lu tie Moulton, F. S. Keahey, Miss Jessamae Cornelius, Miss Anna
Belle Pritchard and J. Nelson Andrews were elected. Not only is it an
honor to serve on such a committee, but an honor to be called for conference
with a president who is so deeply concerned in the welfare of his student body.
(Knowing that the purposes of this organization, and the liberality and
desire for cooperation of the president, can best be shown by the original
addre~s, we reproduce it.)
"The request of President Binnion is that the respective classes of the
East Texas State Normal College elect a representative by popular vote
to serve on a committee to be known as the Student Welfare Committee.
The purpose of the committee is to sit in conference with the president
and the deans when called upon to do so. for the purpose of discussing various
questions relative to student welfare and student life in the college and in
town. Quite a variety of questions will naturally arise and the president
and deans are anxious for an opportunity to discuss with duly elected
representatives of the student body these questions which arise from time
to time.
"It is not the purpose of the organization of the Student Welfare Committee to charge said committee with the discipline, or any part of it, for
the discipline will be maintained hereafter as heretofore, but the president
and deans desire to secure the views of the students from time to time, and
to have the benefit of their counsel and advice on frequent occasions: and
while it is possible, of course, for the president to cal! ~epresentative students
of his own initative, it is the belief that a more acti~e cooperation wi ll be
secured through the organization and working of a Student Welfare
Committee."
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Reuben H. Sparkman
Business Manager

John Hart
Athletic Editor

Mrs. Edith Jordan
Art Editor

Wm. M . Gibson
Editor-in-Chief
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L. D. Parsons.
President

Mary Belle Fling
Annie M. Spurgers
C.H. Salmon
R.H. Sparkman

IFace1illhy MemrnlbeR."§
E. M. Tipton
Helen H. Harman

,
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ANNIE M. SPURGERS
Sophomore, Capta in of B asketball Team,
Most popular g irl in class.
AR C HIE P ARK E R
Sophomore, Most popular boy in

school.

HOBART NELSOI'-:
Sophomore. On Basketball Team; Debate.

OUIDA HARRIS
Senior.
President Y .W.C.A .; C ita mard
Cl ub: D elegate to Hollister Mo.; Tennis
C lub.
LUTHER H ATCH E R
Junior. President of C lass: Delegate to
·D esMoines.
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Geoll"ge W at§hiilllg1lo:rrn Recepitioilll
On the evening of February 23d , one of the most interesting
occasi :ms was held in the "'Gym ." The birthday of our
most honored patriot \vas celebrated in a formal reception .
The special features of the evenings· program were the
Grand March, led by President and Mrs. Binnion, Virginia
Reel , and other co lonial dances.
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~,..,.~UR delegation consisting of Luther Hatcher, Emma Lou
Harlow and Hortense Abernathy as students, and Miss Martha
Maria Allen of the faculty , joined the Texas delegation at
Greenville. As representing the entire East Texas State
Normal College· we felt that were a small delegation. However,
before we reached DesMoines we felt that we were helping represent
Texas ; and when we saw that vast auditorium, filled with students
from every State in the Union , we felt like citizens of the whole United
States of America . But before we left this conference we realized
we are more than that- we are world citizens.
Introductions were unnecessary when Student Volunteer delegates
met. Headquarters were buzzing all the time with cordial greetings
exchanged by people who had never seen each other before . However,
a college yell is a very effective form of introduction. After 10,000
delegates from more than nine hundred American colleges found
their places in the Coliseum they began to introduce themselves by
college yells and songs. The way Canada yelled was almost enough
to make the U . S. believe that after all it wasn't cornbread and peach
stones, or even Liberty 1:::onds, which won the war. But the States did
not let Canada have things to herself for long at a time.
Forty nationalities gathered in the Coliseum . Representatives
from Canada, Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Brazil , Peru, Russia and F ranee ,
Czecho-Slavakia, Bulgaria, Armenia, Japan and Korea joined the
students of America.
With the first words of "How Firm a Foundation" the nine hundred
colleges became united upon a common ground, and as the leader began
" Our Father who art in Heaven, " 10,000 voices joined in a unity
of appeal , forgetting all differences of sect, tradition and nationality.
At each meeting it was truly inspiring' to see 10,000 students stand
in line for an hour, eager to get into a missionary meeting. There
was no appeal to the emotions, but the needs of the world were presented
convincingly. "Go ye into all the world " was made the foundation of
what constitutes a call to missions.
The auditorium exhibit showed the vast scope of the Student
Volunteer Movement. It was evident that service reaches out into
every channel whereby uncivilized peoples may be induced to take
up the march of progress with civilization.
It would be impossible to give a full report on the many lectures
we heard. In fact, this conference covers such a vast field that we
can only mention , in passing, its purpose and its immediate results.
This large student body met to get a clearer vision of the needs of the
world , and of what Jesus expects of real red-blooded men and women.
Each boy and girl came away from this meeting with a new understanding of missionary work, a clearer conception of its importance
to civilization, and with Service, the key-word of the Twentieth
Century, written indelibly in their hearts.
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S a result of losing a contest, and being as good as their
word , the Juniors and Seniors entertained with a
lawn party on the evening of April 6th, in honor
of the Freshmen and Sophs, taking the opportunity
of entertaining also the North Texas Normal Baseball Team.
In an effort to entertain the visiting team of debaters
from S. H . N . I.,and any cause we might have for enjoyment
as a result of the two debates our boys entered that night,
a lawn party was given the evening of April 9th.
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ON E SECTION OF A SURVEYING CLASS DOING REAL WORK
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C!Lollrgr i\uhitnrium
Friday Night, December 19. 1919

CAST
.... ....... ... C. H. Salmon

Interlocutor .. ... .. ..... ..... ... .. .. .
END MEN:
Luther Hatcher
R . C. Jernigan

J.

W . Bently
L. B. Killebrew
King Henslee
E. F. Baker
G . Baker
Joe Parsons

Carlisle Maxwell
Roscoe Sandlin
MIRTH MAKERS
Leo Carlock
R. H . Sparkman
W. M . Russell
0. B. Bradford
L. D. Parsons
R . F . Rubarth

Miss Juanita Rogers, Accompanist

"~uulity ~trrrf ~
BY

11. ,S. ilurrir
PR ESENTED BY

Wq.e Q!uamarh Q!luh
OF

EAST TEXAS ST A TE N ORMAL COLLEGE
Friday. April 30. 1920, Eight P. M.
CHARACTERS
Phoebe
Susan ...
Miss Willoughb y ...
Fanny ..
Henrietta ..
Patty ...
Sergeant .. . .
Valentine Brown ...
Arthur Wellesley Tomson .. .
Isa bella ..
Georg y ..
Charlotte ... .
Ensign Blades ...
Spicer.......... ..
Miss Beveridge.
William Smith ...
Harry Baker.
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... ..... .. Lucile Johnston
...... .... ... .Edith Jordan
... ....Aletha Amis
.......... ... .Ouida Harris
......... ............ Velma Mills
.. ... .... .. Emma Lou Harlow
.... . ... . Jessie Mae Cornelius
.. ..... ..... ... Hortense Abernathy
.................... Oddie Shultz
..... ....... ..... ... ...... .... ........ .Bertha Simms
. . ........... Aletha Amis
............. ... Vivian Lamkin
... ........ .... Loreta Martin
. . .... Jessie Mae Cornelius
......... .Blanche Dejernett
..Glenn Maloney
........ C. J. Debenport

H

'N i.Eurrytqiug"

1.East wrxas ~tats Nnrmal QLnllrgr
February 20, 1920

Acrobat ......... .
Tight Rope Artist
Queen ..
Snake Charmer .....
Fat Ladies ...
Midget
Clowns

..,

Susie's Band ..

TERRJBLE CARTER CIRCUS
......... ........ .............................. Bobby McClendon
....... .. Margaret Debenport
....................... ....... .Juanita Rogers
....... ... ...... ....Frances Knight
. ............ Misses Tucker and Barnes
........................... Laura Roberts
Misses Moulton , Walla ce, Bridges, Hickerson,
Johnson, Purcell, Graham, Head, Renolds.
······ {
/ Misses Stokes. Weaver, Mills, Morgan, Monroe ,
·· ···· l Marshall, R eynolds, Holland, Fuller .

FOOLISH FROLIC BY FEMININE FACULTY
ORIGINAL SUPERSTITIOUS FARCE
"Friday, the Thirteenth"
.... ....... .Fama Pratt
Violet Valentine, the Bride ..
....... Helen Van Kirk
Mother
............. N annie Monro e
Cecile .....
Miss Felicia ...
.. . .. ... .... .Johnnie Ellis
P enfield .....
. ........... Bobbie McClendon
...... Emma Lou Harlow
Aunt Nanc y ...
..... ........... Leta Rouse
Dick, the Groom ....
MERR YBELLE TOY SHOP
Shop Mistress ..
... ...... Leta Rouse
... Elizabeth Thomas
Unfinished Doll
. ...................... .Fama Pratt
Kewpie Bride ..
.. .......... Imo gene Wallace
French Mechanical Doll
..Aileen Stephens
Sawdust Doll. .
Tin Soldier
... Anna Frances Fain
Dancing Flirt ..
.. ........................... No ra Lee Wilder
Miss "Splash Me" ..
............ Lucile Johnston
1920 MAMMY PICKANI N Y MINSTRELS
Misses Lewis, T ownsend. Harlow , Abernathy,
Mammies ... ·················· { Faulk
, Patton. Pritchard, Cornelius.
f Misses Price, Seay, Harwell , Spurgus, Hackney,
Pickaninnies
····· ·· l Roberts, Fling, Whittaker
MADAME CALLI-CURCI
Eva Holland
TEA DANSANT
"For Love"
BOYS:

Mildred McCarter
Juanita Rogers
Beatrice Brice
Ra e Cornelius

GIRLS:

Kathleen Hawkins
Vivian Lambkin
E dith Jordan
Hida Cate
lda Grisham
Blanche Hickerson
Roberta McClendon
Bill y Mae Connolly
"When the Shadows Fall"
Rowland Bostick
Emma Lee Sandridge
Nora Lee Wilder
Lettie Lambkin
Elizabeth Thomas
Lucile Johnston
Anna Frances F a in
Mildred McCarter
Francies Knight
Mary Belle McWhirter Mary Lou Estes
Cecil Folkes
MUSIC BY COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
Under the Direction of
HG. MUNDEN
Costumes Furnished By
CRA WFORD-NORRJS COMPANY

Vera Cooper
Ouida Harris
Ina K ate Morgan
Susie Knight
Hazel Hickerson
Valta Thompson
Ethel Bryant
Vivian Lambkin
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SENIOR CLASS
EAST TEXAS ST ATES NORMAL
PRESENTS

''What Happened to Jones''
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Jones .....
Ebenezer Goodley
Antony Goodley. D.
Richard Weatherly ... .
Thomas Holder. .
William Begbee
Henry Fuller. ..
Mrs. Goodley ...
C issy ...
Majorie
Minerva ..
Alreina Starl ight .. .
Helma

.. .Walter Wo rkman
. ... ... .Nelson A ndrews
..... Aubry L. Porter
........... William A. Russell
............. .... .}. Wyatt Bentley
. ...... Luther D. Cadenhead
.... James W . Martin
.... .. Hida Cate
..... ... .Ethel Bryant
.. . . Gladys Cook
.. ... ........ ....Ruth Wal/ace
..Annabelle Pritchard
. Ida Grisham

KALAMAZOO

KARNIVAL
KOLLEGE KAMPUS
One Day Only-Afternoon and Night-Friday, May 7. 1920
15-SHOWS and Places of Entertainment-15
·,

Come Out and Enjoy a Fun-Fest with the College Students and
Citizenship of Commerce
Visit the
SEWANEE MINSTREL
H UMANOPHONE
HALL
MENAGERIE
AND "BATTLE ROYAL"

OF

FAME

TWO BA OS
Plenty of Fun and Amusement for Everybody
FREE ADM ISS IO N TO GROUNDS-EVERYBODY COME

190
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BY E. T. 5. N. C. STUDENTS
(~ources , unfo rtunately, have been lost)

Civilizashun first sprung up on the Nile which riz in Russhia and flew
East where some people are still called Nihilists.
Cleopatra was a beautiful queen of Egypt who pulled Moses out of the
water. Elexander the Great came to see her and fell into the river too, but
she didn·t pull him out because she was already engaged to C. J. Caesar.
M. Antony was Caesar's pal and he committed suerside and Cleopatra was
bitten by a copperhead or something and died . Her last words were sic semper
ipse dixit.
The Greeks did a lot for the world . There greatest man was a writer named
Platocrates, but all his works have been lost, except some love letters which
he wrote to his wife Xantippe. He was oystercized by the Greeks for talking
too much.
Caesar was very fond of pies and one day Brutus asked him how many
pies he had eat and Caesar says, "Et tu, Bruti," Brutus did not like this
so he struck Caesar with his knife. Nero was a cousin of Caesar's, but he
went crazy and et grass.
The Roman Empire rose on the Tiber and fell on the Mediterranean, and
the place taken by the Germans, who are sometimes called the Huns. These
Germans was always running dark horses for emperor, so the next few centuries
is called the Dark Ages.
The Romans uster kill the Christians, so they dug holes in the ground to
hide thereselfs. When these holes were first found they was a cat in them
and a comb on the wall , so these caves are called cattycombs. Their chief man
was called the pope and when they didn 't do to suit him he excuminated them.
One of the popes excuminated a German King and made him go barefooted
and throw ashes on his head. Standing on the snow on his bare feet affected
his brain and his great, great, grandson, the Kisser, is in the same fix.
Martin Luther did not like the way the pope done, so they thought they
would talk it over at dinner and they had the Diet of Worms. But Luther
stuck so tight to his belief that the pope called him a hera-tick, but Luther
didn 't mind and he went to Wart's burg and wrote the Constitution so everybody could read it. One day the devil came to see him and Luther threw a
ink bottle at him and hit the wall.
Things got so hot for Luther that he sent Columbus out to find a place
where they could live in peace. So Columbus came to America, but he didn' t
know it. They found out later that the Germans had already been there and
named the country wine land because they thought there was going to be
prohibition in Europe.
The greatest American is Washington. One time in battle his horse was
killed under him twice.
When prohibition didn ' t carry in Europe the Dutchman took some licker
and went to Africa where they made the niggers drunk and then sold them
to the Americans. That is how the niggers come to be here, and that is the
reason why they was so anxious to go back to fight the Fritzies in the great war.
Hiram Reed Lodge is the greatest writer of history in the world . He is
professor of Ancient History in the United States. His best work is "The
Rise and Fall of Prehistoric Pump Handles." He don't believe in cruelty to
animals either because he wrote a essay on "The Inhumanity of Dehorning
Hydraulic Rams ...
191
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A LIST OF OUR FRIENDS
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14 Stores in Texas and Oklahoma

N. Y. Office, 154 Nasson Street

Crawford-Norris Co.
Quality First
Largest Department Store in Northeast Texas. Complete
and modern in every department. Steam heat in . winter, electric
fans in summer makes it pleasant at all seasons. Ladies' rest
room, with all conveniences.

Dry Goods, Ladies' Ready-to-Wear,
Men's Clothing, Hats and Shoes
Special service rendered to the stud en ts of the East Texas
State No rmal College, and they will find it as easy to select their
wanted styles, sizes and quality in R eady-to-Wear here as in the
larger cities. We carry the leading brand of wearing apparels both
for lad ies and gentlemen.
FOR LADIES- Bischof Coats and Suits, the New Wirthmore and Welworth Waists, Gossard and Henderson Corsets,
Queen Quality and Selby Shoes.
FOR ME - Hart Schaffner & Marx and Style-Plus Clothing,
Edwin Clapp and Walk-Over Shoes, Manhattan Shirts, Munsing
Union Suits.
Students a re invited to make this store their store.
we have it. NO CLOTHING FITS LIKE OURS.

If it's new,

Commerce's Great Department Store
.....

,
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QUALlTY
DRUC~
7

We have a complete line of

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
STATIONERY
TOILET GOODS

We serve the BEST

I CE CREAM
FOUNTAIN DRINKS

We are Agents for

EASTMAN KODAKS and
SUPPLIES

Our Prices are Right-Give Us a Trial

Commerce Drug Company
Phone 38

North Side Square

LOCUST
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Visit the

HIPPODROME
Where Commerce is
Entertained

Feature Attractions Only
Good Music

Th is Theatre ma1nta1ns the highest
standard known to t he moving picture art

College Students gather at The Hippodrome for t heir evenings' entertainment

Always on the Top Shelf-

QUALITY DID I T

(flir

~----------

-1~
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''Truthfully"
A Good Drug Store

QUALITY GOODS
CORRECT PRICES
COURTEOUS TREATMENT

Students:

Make this Drug Store your Drug
Store. Free Telephone, Personal Checks
Cashed, Postage Stamps, or any other
similar accommodations.

Make Us Prove It

The Palace Drug Store
McNatt & Wheeler
Owners

For the Best

Groceries-Hardware
Pocket Knives
Scissors, Spoons
Knives and Forks
Lawn Mowers, Water Hose
Screen Wire and D oors
Saws and Axes
Oil Coo k Stoves

Monogram F lou r
Golden Gate Coffee
Stuffed and P lain Olives
P ickles
Grape J u ice
Fine Chocolates and
Fancy Cand ies
Fruits of All Ki nds

College Students A lways lf7elcome
We Appreci'Jte Y our T f-ade
I

.

M. D. Abernathy & Company
FREE DELIVER Y

Phone 64

West Side

Ice

Coal

Service
Commerce Ice Company
.__ _ _ _ ___,,~ Phone 402, - - - - - - - - - = ]

~----

~
,---"---------»
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Automobiles, Farm Machinery and Tillage Tools

The good-will and appreciation of owners 6f the Overland Four, now becoming universal in its range, shou ld
mean much to the prospective buyer of an Automobile.
The essentially practical character of the
Overland Four is in evidence wherever this car is seen.

AVERY TRACTORS AND FARM MACHINERY
A Farm Tractor for Eury Sized Farm

P. W. Maloney
Commerce, Texas

Commerce Bottling and Mfg.
Company
·1·,,

If it is

I c e C ream
Bottle

Goods

Co a 1
We have it

CALL

us

FOR

SERVICE

ROY ENGLAND, Proprietor

We serve everyt hing the market a ffords in season

Private P arlor for the Ladies
P arties and B anquets Our Specialty
P hone 450

No rth Side Main St.

If you want to locate in

Meier's Sandwich
House

COMMERCE, TEXAS
(Hunt County)

The Place for the Students
to secure their

and are looking for

EATS

or

FARM LAND

CITY PROPERTY

while downtown
write or call on
First Door East
New Furniture Company

Dr. G. E. Watson &
Company
COMMERCE, TEXAS

E. J. " Punk" MEIER, Prop.
Commerce, Texas

R eference: Any Bank in Commerce

Fourteen Years in Business
Phone 254

Being in the heart of the business section, on Ma in Street,
with paved streets to the front and back, makes our location ideal.
Our accommodations are the best and service is what we render.

Make our Store your downtown headquarters

YOUNG HARDWARE CO.

__....

___________

.,,.

I\ IIY
L
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Marshall Meat Market
Will appreciate your trade at all times
HIGHEST PRICE S PAI D FOR LIVE STOCK

25 Years in B usiness

· M. H . MARSHALL, Proprietor
A Friend to Everybody

A.PENEFF

B.PENEFF

Commerce Confectionery
The clean and sanitary parlor for ladies and gentlemen. Our service is superior; our place is orderly.
We serve all kinds of Cold D rinks and Home-Made
Ice Cream.
We make our own Candy fresh every day. There is no
better candy anywhere . We make 63 different kindseverything from Stick Candy to Log Cabin Candy. Our
Candy is pure and delicious.
We carry a complete stock of Cigars, Cigarettes and
Tobaccos for gentlemen.
Our stock of Fruits and Nuts can not be surpassed .
Pay our place a visit.

You are always welcome.

PENEFF BROS., Proprietors
Commerce Confectionery
North Side Main Street

COMMERCE, TEXAS

LOCUST
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M. R. Reagan

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear and Millinery
Mar-Hof Suits

Co-Ed Dresses

Ten Per Cent. Discount to College Students

Commerce, Texas

Paris Commercial College
The School of Efficiency

PARIS, TEXAS

STANDARD COURSES
EXPERT INSTRUCTION
HIGH-GRADE SERVICE

Further information furnished on request

J. M. ROACH, President

W. F. Cornelius
I

Will loan you money to build a home and insure
IT against anything the elements can do to IT

~
"-----------'----·
;r
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STYLE HEADQUARTERS
Where

~odtt_g 16\rum) Q!lotl1rn are ,old

Foremost for StyleSociety Brand Clothes, because
of their very Quality, Construction
and Originality in Design, reflect
the correct styles season after season.

Clothes to Suit the
College Man
They are cut and tailored by
hand; as a result, they have an
air of fineness that appeals to every
eye, and commend the taste of the
wearer. .,

THE MODEL
Main Street

COMMERCE, TEXAS

LOCUST

Compliments of

Commerce Oil Mill
Company
Manufacturers

Of

Cotton Seed Products
Commerce, Texas

~
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The Most Appreciated Gift is a
Photograph
You r frien ds can buy anything you
can give them, except -your photograph

OuR MoTTO :

Not how cheap, but how good.

DRIVER'S STUDIO
Commerce, Texas

LOCUST
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Crawford-Norris
Company
Hardware-Groceries
Blue Bird
Electric Washing Machines
Blue Ribbon
Lawn Mowers
Blue Bird
Dishes and Crockery
20-Year Aluminum Wear
Hot-Point E lectric Iron and
Electrical Goods
John Primble Cut lery
Oil Stoves
Cook ·Stoves
Heaters
Oils
Polishes
Stains
Screen Doors and \Vire
Ladders
Paints and Bru shes
Guns and Ammunition
Automobile Accessories
Farm Implements
Mill Su pp lies
Shu mate Razors
(Guaranteed for life)

Good Things to Eat

Harrt Brand Peas and Beans
Olives
Pickles

Try a Gallon Can of

Pineapples
Peaches
Blackberries
Apricots

Fresh
Vegetables
Fruits
Chase & Sanborn
Coffees and Teas - None Better

QUICK AUTO MOBILE SERVIC E

70-Phone us Your Order-394

VOLUME MAKES THE PRICE

LUCUS~
Cameron-Brecheen
The Store A head
Newest

Biggest

Best

Everything

Everything

for

for

Mother

Daddy

and

and

Daughter

Son

Sunshine Coats and Suits
Howard & Foster Shoes
G.D., Justrite and Roberts Corsets
Iron-Clad Hose
Miss America Middy Suits
Peggy Paris Suits and
Coats for Little Women

Stetson Hats
Griffen Clothes
Howard & Foster Shoes
Cooper White Cat Underwear
E. &. W. Shirts
Iron-Clad Hose

West Side Square

Commerce, Texas

~

___________jj
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State Bank of
Commerce
Commerce, Texas
Capital, $25,000.00

Surplus, $25,000.00

The Growing Bank

of
Personal Service

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

OFFICERS

E. E. MALONEY. _.. .... ....... ... .... .... ... ....... .. . .. . . President

F. J. PHILLIPS...

........... . ..... ....... .-~ ./7ice-President

P. E. MALONEY. ....................... .......... ... .......... .. Cashier
C. C. APPERSON ......... .............. ... . .

.. ... Ass't Cashier

DIRECTORS

P. A. NORRIS

P. E. MALONEY

0. P. MARSHALL
F.

~~.
\.,________

__ _

...._

E. E. MALONEY

J. PHILLIPS

,~-=---------- ----~

Every Customer Gets a Square Deal
at

The Citizens State Bank
Guaranty Fund

Member Federal Reserve System

Student Deposits
Solicited

J.

G. ALLEN ....... ....... .

Our Service is Personal
and Individually H elpjul

.. President

H. D. WYNN .. .. ... Vice-President qnd Cashier
L. B. ENGLAND .. .

. ... ..Assistant Cashier

LC[US~
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We Specialize
on

School Annuals
An organization of supercraftsmen,
supported by the most throughly
equipped plant in the Central West

This Annual Printed and Bound by

Union Bank Note Co.
Printing, Lithographing
Steel and Copper Plate

Tenth and Central

Kansas City, Missouri

. - - - - - - ---~
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ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

When, in 1917, the State of Texas established the East
Texas State Normal College, the Watson Company was commissioned to remodel the Administration Building and Science
Hall, and construct the necessary new buildings.
So well satisfied were our clients with the results obtained,
and the speed with which the job was handled, that when the
growth of the college demanded more room, the Watson Company was again commissioned with the remodeling of "I" Hall
and the Girls' Dormitory and the construction of a fireproof
boiler house and power plant.
The Watson Company, through its experienced and wellbalanced organization, is equipped to handle any building
project with economy and fidelity.

WATSON COMPANY
BUILDERS
DALLAS, TEXAS

Since 1889

I U[UST

Compliments of

Leo Neal
Cotton
Grain
Commerce, Texas

1~2 D
Ow n rour
Own Home

BUILD
NOW

-It's the greatest feeli ng in the
world. It means comfort, convenience, happ iness and health.
- T here never was a sensible
reason why a man shou ld rent.
R ent is a monthly reminder t hat
you don ' t own your home .
-Let your next month 's reminder be yo ur LAST. Build Now
and order you r materia ls from
Phone 54

Clem Lumber Co.
Since 1894

" 26 Yards- 26 Years"

Always Building

COMMER CE, T EXAs -·

Knight Spark111an Co.
DRY GOODS,
CLOTHJNG and
FUR N I SHI NGS

MAI N STREET

Merchandise of Quality

~

BOSWELL .& WHITE

LDCUS7

1J2 □·
PRESSING

CLEANING

DYING

Foster and Foster
TAILORS
Called for and delivered.

Work Guaranteed.

Palace Barber Shop

City Barber Shop

The Place for Good Service

FIRST-CLASS WORK

HOT BATHS
(Tub or Shower)

HOT BATHS

Courteous treatment to all

and

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

FREEZE & MOORE, Prop.
Phone 185

Commerce, Texas

Phone 253

STERLING HART

N. Side Main

WREN HART

The Commerce Journal
HART BROS., Publishers
Complete Job Printing Department
Particular Attention to School Catalogues
For Full Information about Commerce and the C::ommerce country, with
list of homes and land for sale, write The journal Real Estate Company.

Q UR Advertisers are reliable and
support the college and student
activities. The management is indebted to them. Repay them with
your patronage.
Locust Management

LOCUS~
"Our Alma mat~r"
Advantages
A faculty of trained specialists.
Classes large enough to guarantee fine class spmt, without
being too large to receive adequate individual attention of teachers.
Righteous professional atmosphere, in which teaching is held
to be the holiest work of man and the teacher to be the most powerful exponent of righteousness and culture among men.
Roomy buildings, well lighted, well ventilated, with plumbing
t hroughout for water and sewage.
Free use of biological, chemical, physical and industrial laborat ories, equipped for the w~rk.
Free use of textbooks from the library.
Free tuition.
U nexcelled health conditions.
A hospitable citizenship, in whose boarding house homes the students find home, indeed.
Matriculation fee for regular session is fifteen dollars; summer
session, six dollars. Of these amounts, two constitute a library
fee for the use of books, which is returned °' to the students when
they withdraw from school, provided books are returned to the
library in good condit.ion. In addition 1l.o t,he registration fee,
a blanket tax of three dollars, per term, will be collected.
Trained, experienced Dean of Men arid Women, sympathetic
b y nature and competent in character, exercises a wholesome
watch-care over all students of the institution.
Boarding house facilities offered on as reasonable terms as can
be found at any school of like character.

0
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Annual Enrollment
for

Twenty-five Years
1894-95 ............. ... ...... ..... ..... ........ .. ... .. ... ... . ........... . 88
.. . .. . . . . ...
132
1895-96. .. ... .. ......
1896-97 ........ .... .. .. .......... ...... .. ... ... .......... ...... ... ........ 151
1897-98....
······· ··· ······ .. ..... .. .... ····· ...
212
1898-99 .. ... .. .... ..... ... ..... .. .. ............ ....... ..
255
1899-1900...
296
.... ···· ····· ...
324
1900-01
1901-02. ···· ········· ··•···· ·· ····· ·· ·· ······ •··· ····· ···
373
1902-03 ..
410
472
1903-04 ······ ··· ··" ··· ····· · ..... ... ..... ··· ······
1904-05
.... ···· ·· . .. ...... ... . ...
542
1905-06. . . . ... .. ..... . . ..... ..
63 8
1906-07
. .. . .. ... .. .. . .. ... ... .... ..... ... ... ... 782
.. . . . . .
97-1:
1907-08
1908-09 ... ....... .......... .. ... . ...... ........... ... ................ 1,150
... ... .... ... 1,380
1909-10. ...... .
1910-11 .... ..... ..... .. ........ ..... ... .... .... ........ ...... ............... 1,432
1,328
1911-12...
1912-13 ..... ... .......... .. . ......... . ......... ... ..... .... .... .. ..... 1,486
1913-14.
.... 1 ,518
1914-15.
.. ···· ····· ·····
.1,586
1915-16. ... .. ..... ·•·• ... ........... ....... .. .... .... .. .. .. .. ....... 1,598
1916-17
1 ,700
1911-12 (Enrollment affected by fire of 1911)

Enrollment Under State Control
1917-18
.......... .. .. . ·········· . . . ... ............
771
1918-19 ··························· •·•··· ·• ·•·· •
................... 1,138
1919-20 (Es timated) .. ... .. ... ..... ...... ...... ... .. .... .... .... 1 ,300

\._

_____

I)

Commerce, Texas
Home of the East Texas State N(?rmal College

Can be reached by rai l from all directions. The center of the finest and richest
agricultural and horticultural section of the State. Located sixty-five miles northeast
of Dallas, on Cotton Belt and Texas Midland Railways.
Commerce has four banks, four cotton gins, two flour mills, cotton seed oil mill,
daily newspaper, ice factory, steam laundry, paved streets, ten miles of concrete walks,
ten-acre public park and playground, four brick churches, sanitary sewerage system,
municipal waterworks and street lighting system, three brick public school buildings,
Cotton Belt yards, shops and roundhouse, fourteen passenger trains daily.

LOCUST
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FEDERAL BUILDING

The people of Commerce enjoy the delightful sport of swim m ing and bathing
creted natatorium, filled w ith artesian water.

in

a con-

Pure water is necessary for good health. Ccmmerce's water supply comes from deep wells,
out of a bed of white sand.
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Quality

Service

"Style"
As Revealed by Perkins
The Perkins Store may ever be looked to, and
depended upon, for all that is CORRECT, all
that is CREATED, in answer to the demands of
t he MAN or WOMAN who adheres strictly to
FASHION'S latest decrees. STYLE is a feature of the PERKINS STORE, demonstrated
most impressively by the MERCHANDISE itself.

"Quality''
As Offered by Perkins
The QUALITY of PERKINS MERCHANDISE
is passed upon by the BUYING BODY of this
great organization. These BUYERS-possessing
knowledge of merchandise gained through years
of constant activity in all the great market centers
of the country-eliminates-entirely ,all GUESSWORK as to the QUALITY of the merchandise
offered by the PERKINS STORE. Perkins
merchandise represents the very best merchandise
obtainable in the country at the price quoted.

"Service"
As Rendered by Perkins
The PERKINS SERVICE 1s that kind of
SERVICE that holds sacred the confidence of
those with whom it comes in contact. OUR
SALESPEOPLE - OUR MERCHANDISE OUR METHODS OF MERCHANDISING are undeniable demonstrations of the SERVICE
that TODAY enjoys the confidence of nearly
ONE MILLION individuals throughout TEXAS
and OKLAHOMA.
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